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OF DOWNFALLOF

SUGAR

GIRLS

MAZ-ATLA-

damaged.

LONESOME
PROVIDE
ENOFTEN
TO MAKE
NO CHANGE FOR IT IS PROPOSED
Practically his sole offensive work THE FACT THAT
"FRIENDS'"
WITH
DISLASSES
DUTY
REMOVAL
OF
TIRE
THE WORSE OCCURRED IS
was a left jab until the tenth and
AND DRINKS.
then he shot a right to the jaw that
CRETIONARY
RUFFIAN BND.
THOUGHT FAVORABLE
jarred Shafer. Winters sent in a
flash-liksuccession of rih: and lefts
SHAME
OF
A
FAVOR A SAD STORY
ASKS
WILL HAKE ANINVESTIG ATION that had Shafer groggy at tne close SHOWSriNTECEST IN PILGRIMS COLORADO
of the round.
Sharer was fighting
at
and attendants HEAD OF
the
gong
gamely
MEXASK
LOUISIANA MAID OF 17 YEARS SAYS DRUGWILL
UNITED STATES
THE CHURCH REGRETS LEGISLATOR : FROM
had to pull the men apart after the
GED BEER WAS WHAT MADE
EXECUUNNECESEXPLAIN
VISALSO
ICO TO
REQUESTS
INABILITY TO RECEIVE
MEMBERS OF THE CREW OF THE
CALIFORNIA SET UPON BY

e

bell.

SARY BLOODSHED.

Winters' rally left only one decision
for Referee Dave Brault to give. He
gave it to the satisfaction oi the fa;is.
Shafer was the aggressor nearly the
entire route, but in tne whirlwind
finish, Winters evened their status.
Winters' use of his elbows and holding was not pleasing. He had Shafer
locked in a chancery several times,
but did not put over any damaging

Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico,' April 11.
Two sailors of the United States

cruiser California were killed and
three others wounded in a street
fight Wednesday morning at Mazat-lan- ,
a Pacific coast port below this
point. Two or three Mexican policemen were wounded in attempting to
arrest the American sailors. Admir- blows.
Shafer weighed in at
the inal Cowles is investigating
limit
of a pound over the
cident
3
afternoon.
o'clock
at
yesterday
Fellng High.
There have been repeated displays Manager W. A. Dano, however, waivof
feeling at some of ed his right to claim a forfeit. Winthe Pacific ports of Mexico of late. ters at 3 o'clock weighed 134
A few weeks ago, when talk of inter- pounds.
vention was at its height, two offiManager Levy of the New Mexico
cers of the cruiser Denver were as- A. C. announced before the final
saulted while ashore at Guaymas, and event that the winner of the bout
on another occasion, when the navy would meet the- Battling Dane" of
had ordered the Denver to anotler Denver.
feeling was runport,
ning so strong that her orders were
countermanded and she remained to SEBVIA FALLS OUT
protect Americans and other foreigners.
A full report of the investigation
WITH MONTENEGRO
of the affair by Admiral Cowles will
reach the navy department shortly,
TO
SOLDIERS
HER
and what is to be done about the ORDERS
OTHER
ASSISTING
CEASE
decided.
will
be
latest attack then
NATION AT SCUTARI.
Investigation of the fight between
Mexican
genthe bluejackets and
Ceeetinje, Montenegro, April 11.
darmes discloses that at an early
Servian troops which have been
The
hour the police attempted to quiet
a carousing party. Their action was assisting the Montenegrin army in the
resented by the American seamen, siege of Scutari, have withdrawn and
and a fight ensued. So far it is not are marching back to Servla. This
certain which side fired the first leaves Montenegro standing practiThe sailors were pn shore cally' alone in its defiance of the powshots
leave. The bodies of the two killed ers.
The Official Gazette delcares to-Americans have been removed to the
commander
cruiser. The American
dy that the heavy Montenegrin losses
promptly sustained during the recent assault
and Mazatlan authorities
on Tarabosch forts were due mainly
exchanged regrets.
to the Servian artillery, which cot-tiued to fire while the allied troops
Victims Had Good Records
were
William
storming the vorks.
it.
Washington,
April
"The Servian commander forgot to
Wallace Corrle, seaman, and John
give the orders to cease firing," says
Chase Keslow, first class master-at-armwere the two men killed in the the Gazette.
Admiral
fiafct at Mazatlan, Rear
Triple Alliance Favors .Bulgaria.
Cowles reported to the navy departVienna, April 11. The powers comment late today by wireless via
posing the triple alliance, Germany,
San Diego station.
and Italy, advocate,
Corries nearest relative is A. J.
S. Corrie of Los Angeles Calif. He according to the Neue Freie Press,
to Bulhad served in the navy two years. that Saloniki should be given
cesthe
for
as
compensation
Keslow's nearest relative is his fath- garia
or Bula
and
sion
of
Silistria
strip
He
Francisco.
in
San
er, who lives
had been in the navy 11 years. Both garian territory to Koumania.
Russia and France, on the other
men had excellent records. Admiral
are of the opiinon that Grece
not
were
handj
likely
Cowles reports they
should
have Saloniki, while England
to be aggressors in a street fight.
appears to favor the view of the triIt was announced a
ple alliance.
TANNER'S JOB SAFE.
Greece has transthat
few
ago
days
11.
"Corporal"
Washington, April
James Tanner, lifelong republican ferred a division of her army from
the province of rlpirtrs to Saloniki.
and past, commander of the G.
will not have to surrender his
Bulgaria Getting "Bully.''
job here as register of wills, to a
toLondon,
April 11. Hulgaria is makHouse
democrat. At the White
claims to the possession
formal
retained
ing
would
was
be
it
said
he
day
now occupied by ithe
of
Saloniki,
in office, though William La Follette,
a brother of the senator from Wis- Greek troops, according to an exBelconsin, and a democrat, "was after the change telegram dinpateh from
The dispatch adds
Servia.
so
wounded
was
grade,
many
Tanner
job.
meatimes in the civil war that his lega that Bulgaria is taking military
while
her
claims,
to
sures
support
were amputated.
her army
Greece is concentrating
to Sulonl- landing
the
railway
along
JEFFERSON 13 CONSIDERED.
1- ,- PlfiBhli-li- t
kl.
Vt'hM'.iViMi, April
three-fourth-
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TIVE'S LENIENCY

ITORS FROM AFAR

U. President
Washington, April
Koine, April 1. The condition of
the pope was unchanged this morn- Wilson was urged today to agree to
ing when Professor Marchiafava and a modification in the tariff schedule
Dr. Amici examined him. His tem- cn sugar to make it discretionary
perature had increased very slightly, with the chief executive at the end
registering nearly 99. NO new syxnp- - of three years, whether sugar should
(oms developed during the night. The be free.
Former Gove. nor Alva Adams of
pope rose today and sat In an arm
1

told the president that
Colorado
while the industry in his state couid
stand a reduction to one cent a
pound, as now provided in the tariff
bill, the knowledge that sugar would
be free at the end of three years
would have a depressing effect on

chair while his lied was being made.
The pope was feeling stronger today, expressing disappointment at not
being able to receive the pilgrimage
from Venice. He asked Cardinal Merry del Val to receive the pilgrims for
him and hand each of them a commemorative medal.
A sister and a niece of the pope
visited him today and remained several hours in his room, while Mgr.
to His
Bressan, private secretary
Holiness, celebrated mass. The pope
prayed sitting up in bed.
A rumor spread through
the city
during the morning that the pope was
dead, and this caused a rush of inquiries to the Vatican, where they
were denied.
This evening's edition of the
Romano, the official Vatican newspaper, says:
"In confirmation of the. happy news
of yesterday in regard to the health
of the Holy Father, we are able to
give assurance that conditions continue entirely satisfactory."

business during, that period.
democratic
Colonel Robert Ewis,
national committeeman from Louisiana, discussed ihequestion with the
president and' tok the same position
as former Gov p.. (nor Adams. He went
away with tlii- j repression that the
president was ';; ,'l carefully consider- in that featui.
tile bill.
Senator Thomas of the finance
committee discussed the tariff brief
ly with the president.
THE BREAD RETURNED.
Chicago, April 11. Ur. Edwards H.
Highley of the suburb of Glen Ellyn,
who had no particular idea that he
was casting bread upon the waters,
early in the eighties lent Charles
Froelichs $700 to assist him through
a course at the University of Nebraska. Eight years later Froelichs,
who had grown wealthy in Australia,
visited his former benefactor and recompaid the loan with interest
Froelichs died recently
pounded.
without heirs and today Dr. Highley
learned that Froelichs' fortune, approximating $1,000,000, had been left

TO HOLD CONFERENCE
11. Senator
April
Washington,
Fletcher, chairman of the American
Commission of Rural Credit Systems
Abroad, which leaves for Europe April
20, has called a conference of the
delegation in New York Friday, April
25.

to him.
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Austro-Hungar-
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SIAY END

MDIATION

SHEET

CAR SIRIISE

BUFFALO'S 300 MILES OF TRACK
ARE PRACTICALLY OUT OF
OPERATION
Buffalo, N. Y., April 11. Wi,th street
cars running under military guard over only 10 miles of the International
Raiyway company's 300 miles of
track, and a general strike of all labor unions in the city Threatened,
strong influences wern brought to
bear today upon the corporation and
its striking carmen to reach an arbitration agreement.
Mayor Fuhrmann sought to
the negotiations deadlocked last night
and the state board of mediation
an investigation of the whole
stril'e situation.
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"Sprucing-Up-

OJEOA HOLDS OUT
AGAINST

EVEN

ARTILLERY

SHARES SECRET
Providence, R. I., April 11. The
three Rhode Island physicians who
have been selected by Dr. F. F. Fried-man- HE
to share some of the secrets of
FRIEDMANN

GRESSORS ARE STRONGER,
HE HANGS ON

n

BIRTHDAY

CELEBRATES

his treatment for tuberculosis were
WHIZ
given their first instructions at St. WHILE CANNON BALLS
Fried-manSOLOVER THEIR HEADS
Joseph's hospital today. Dr.
will go to Washington on the
DIERS DRINK A TOAST
HER FALL.
midnight train tonight to attend the
dinner of the Gridiron club tomorrow
Xaco, Ariz., April 11. Receiving
Chicago, April 11. Iririca halls night and to appear before the Wash
where liquor is sold to gu)s and
needed
artillery during the night, the
ington Academy of Science.
"where friends aie provided far thor-state troops surrounding Xaco, Sonwho want them" wore ascribed as
ora, took the aggressive in three dis
the cause of the downfall of many
tinct engagements before daylight toA COSTLY FIRE.
sccvuite
JI.
women
Mrs.
by
shrapnel shell inyoung
Pueblo, Colo., April 11. Fire of day. They poured
BOtt'eme.i't worker,
Mexican border town and Into
Britton, a soci-j.the
unknown origin destroyed the Swift
who testified today oefora ihe llli
Into Naco, Arizona. Amerbiock, one of Pueblo s largest build- cidentally
nois vice commissipn.
here hurried from bed
residents
ican
an early this morning. Peowe ings, at
"In a thorougn inve3ii!;a,tion
theater
in the
shelter
found
and
in the upper stories narfound that there are 200 dance hails ple living
of the Hotel Ka-c- o
and
guests
building
five
with
their
lives,
escaped
in Chicago where liquor is sold to rowly
promptly abandoned the frame
injured.
being
Mrs.
10
said
under
old,"
years
girls
structure.
The ground floor was occupied
other
"In some of the
Britton.
But Ojeda did not fail to retain his
the Cash Mercantile company and
by
when
soft drinks,
places the
and often took the aggrespositions
doctors' offices were located on the
analyzed by the city chemist, were second floor. The total loss will ex sive in the night fighting. In theIn one
found to contain alcohol.
first two engagements the state troops
ceed $300,000.
dance hall on the North side we dis
were compelled to retreat, but by
covered that the proprietor had
morning had gained their former po
served notice on his patrons that a
sitions in rifle pits within 400 yards of
CINGRESS CRIPPLES NAVY.
'friend' would be provided for any
town. Encouraged by the rethe
.Washington, April 11. Congress
girl that needed one. Our investigacon- - ceipt of artillery, the state troops
tors learned that respectable dance stands in the way of efficient
wrA brisk in their movements this
halls 'were a good thing, for they
and the federal garrison
Robert M,- Thompson, chairman of; morning
provided diversion for many young
. said to "be suffering ftreater. loss i
'.
y
H.xupnnvfi commiLLee or mts
people without endangering their tip
killed and wounded than at any time
States.
of
United
the
League
.
morals, but about half of the dance
the four days'
"Younger admirals," he declared, during
halls are immoral.
The selling of
General Pedro Ojeda last night cel"also are necessaiy to make an Amersixty-thirliquor to girls is often the first step
birthday anniican fleet effective ,a time of war. ebrated his
toward their ruin."
a seemingly
Besieged
by
"For some reason," said Colonel versary.
cele"Myrtle S.," 17 years old, told the
he
enemy,
happily
overwhelming
has always had
commission how a' scolding by her Thompson, "congress
event by a champagne
the
brated
a strong prejudice against giving high
father, the chance meeting of a "jolfor his officers and men alike
rank to officers in the navy. When banquet
Powder-stainely fellow" and his giving her drugged
soldiers, many wound- enour
war
broke put
the Spanish
beer, led to her downfall.
sipped the frail glased,
nonchalantly
of promotion was Ignored.
"On my parents' separating, 1 tire system
Habanaa as shells
ses
and
puffed
were
fleet
came to Chicago from Cleveland, and Officers to command the
heads.
over
their
selected even from the captains' list, burst
finding it lonesome to stay In my
Colonel
Guilfoyle
today ordered the
and
room at night, I sought company," the senior officers being ignored,
border
Ninth
patrol to retain
cavalry
to
refused
said the witness. "A girl introduced congress has persistently
we under
and
strict
keep
neutrality
which conme to a friend. Eirst we tcok soft provide for the situation
was done in accordance
cover.
This
it."
drinks, but later I was. induced to fronts
with orders received from the vat
drink beer. Later the beer affected
department, cancelling a previous orme strangely and after that I was a
der given by Colonel Guilfoyle said
NOT THE MAN.
lost girl. I was convinced my friend
to have been to return fire if the
April 11. A
Minneapolis, Minn.,
had drugged the beer. We often visto the American side appeared,
fire
of
ited hotels, sometimes without bag- photograph received here today
deliberate.
in
now
in
man
Chicago, chargjail
gage, going to those in the down- the
town district which are considered ed with the, theft of many diamonds
Rebels Steal a Fortune
and claimed by the police of that city
respectable."
El
Tex., April 11. Pancheco
Paso,
E. C. C. Von Klein of MinneapProprietors of dance halls and ho- to be
who
taken the field in Chihas
Villa,
and
tels mentioned by witnesses were to olis, is declared by relatives
state
huahua
against the Huerta govfriends not to be a picture of Von
testify later.
held up a passenernment,
yesterday
Klein.
east of Chihuahua City and
train
ger
from Fergus Falls,
A dispatch
secured 150 bars of silver bullion TalMinn., where Mrs. Von Klein was
SNOW DRIFT CAUSES
at $500 a bar. The holdup occurlied
she
said to be visiting friends, says
at Santa Ysabel on the Mexico
red
cannot be found there.
Northwestern railway. The passenA FATAL ACCIDENT
gers were not molested, nor was there
any resistance by the small troop
FLOODS
TO INVESTIGATE
UNION PACIFIC PASSENGER TRAIN
The bullion wa3 destined for
guard.
1 1.
Brigadier0the state
Washington, April
IS DERAILED AT CHEYENNE
capital from a mine in the
army
General William Bixby, chief
Guerrera
district.
WELLS, COLO.
engineers, will leave St. Louis tomorrow with the Mississippi river com- Cheyenne Wells, Colo., April 11.
nilDninti rt rnnlo n trin rlnwn fhp riv- '
Thomas Hale, engineer, of Ellis, KanCLERK SHARED FEE
rw
The commix o.
Dosial,
was
Thomas
killed
and
sas,
N. Y., April 11. State Ses
, a
,
Albany,
wtrciv luuiiiiis
,i.J nii'J
his fireman, and E. E. Thomas, a mall sion Will bJJUHU
Steven X Stiilwell, charged b
conditions
and
for;ator
making stops
last flood
clerk, were injured seriously
hearings.
.
,
T.,
train
when
eastbound
passenger
night
liariK ioie company, wun ouiaiiuns
No. 110 on the Union Pacific plung$2,500 and attempting to extort $3,500
ed into a snowdrift three miles west
LOOKING FOR BERGS
more for pushing legislation faror
11. The
of here and was derailed. Several
first able to that company, took the stand
Washington, April
passengers were slightly hurt.
wireless from the revenue cutter Sen- in his own behalf before the senate
a
steam- judiciary committee today. IIo told of
The train, pulled by two locomo- eca, patrolling
tives, was going at high speed when ship lanes to warn shipping against his meetings with Kendall and euid
the drift was struck.- Both engines icebergs, was received today. Report- that Kendall bad asked him to draft
left the rails, John Larson and Tho- ing 340 miles southeast of Newfound- a bill. Stilwell replied that La u
mas Nilnnd, engineer and fireman of land, with no icebergs in sight, the too busy and suggested that Kcndail
the second locomotive, and Cruham cutter will sail northward to find the employ Samuel Lewis, Jr., a revHi.it
and W. II. Jones, mail clerks wore exact location of the Icq fields now. cleric of the senate.
'
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get away
Yon, sir, cannot
suggesfrom the "sprucing-up- "
tions of spring no matter how
indifferent you may be to the
question of dress at other seasons of the year.
This is a good time to visit
the stores that cater to men.
Look over the new things in
'scarfs, shirts, waistcoats. What
about luits and canes al l
And there is alumbrellas?
tlm
question of a now suit
ways
or a Ilpln overcoat.
Hi. tul

,

tirj

Season

:
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PROPOSED.

EXTRA SESSION

Denver, April 11. Prospects for an
extra session, for the consideration
of financial measures loomed large
this morning when the house killed
two measures which have the support of Governor E. M. Amnions. Both
were killed by the adoption of adverse reports.
f
The first was the bill onsolidat-ing
the banking, insurance and buildThe othing and loan departments
er was the bill providig one board
of control for all educational

1

uicJ'--

CREW'S FATE UNKOWN.

Washington, April 11. Battling in
a rough sea with a helpless derelict,
the British steamer Bartholdi, in her
wake at the end of a tow line, the
revenue cutter Seminole is having a
tough time off the coast of Florida
to reach port with her burden. Tne
Seminole discovered the abandoned
ship in the path of commerce and endeavored to take her to Cape Fear,
N. C. The wind and heavy seas soon BRAVE MEXICAN FEDERAL GENtoppled the schooner ever and now
ERAL PUTS UP HARD FIGHT
ehe is bottom up, with the Seminole
AT NACO, SONORA
awaiting a favorable opportunity to
draw her into port.
The Barthaldi was bound from Mo- HE RETAINS
HIS POSITION
bile to Marcoris and the fate of her
crew is unknown.
IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT AG

.

FAMOUS HORSE DEAD.
Lexington, Ky., Aprjl 11. Countless, winner of the last Saratoga cup
race, for whom John G. Greene, his
owner, had just refused $25,000, died
here today from shipping fever.
Gormless was six years old.

'
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Dally Maxim

1913.

11,

OF POOR

HIS

SAID

MEXICANS

UitiU

j

Jealousy Often is the
Offspring of
Distrust.

CAUSE LIQUOR IS CAUSE

MASS PLEADING

POPE HAS

AMERICANS

KILLED

V.ii-i-

ft

u

WINTERS GETS DRAW.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aipril 11.
A
"Kid" Shafer, whose home address
is Cheyenne, Wyo., although Albuquerque pugdom has a sense of ownOLD
BY
IN
ership, and Ed. Winters of Raton,
ten
to
rounds
a draw at the
fought
Elks theater last night. The scrap was
everything that critics could demand,
but the house was not 'more than
half filled.
ASK i;UCH IS THE EVIDENCE GIVEN
SENATORS
Shafer had' a slight advantage at SUPREME PONTIFF, THOUGH SE- DEMOCRATIC
BLOODY STREET BATTLE IN
of
close
Raton
the
the
the
but
LEAVE
BEFORE ILLINOIS VICE
TO
ninth,
WILSON
TARIFF .
RIOUSLY ILL, PRAYS WHILE
RESULTS IN DEATW
earned a draw by a sensational
boy
COMMISSIONERS.
ON SWEET DOPE
SITTING IN BED
OF SAILORS.
tenth round rally. Winters said after
the scrap that he injured lis right
IS
SUGGESTED DANCE HALLSJKE BLAMED
WOUNDED hand early in the bout and at the CONDITION
IS
UNCHANGED NEW PLAN
THREE OTHERS
close his left hand also was badly

TOO
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VEGAS DAILY

THE EXPOSITIO

fJo Dy

THAT VILL BE

TAKES

MILD LAXATIVE WITH
PEPSIN
AND INSURES
COMFORT AND PLEASURE

.READY"
PANAMA-PACIFIOFFICIALS OF
FAIR HOPE TO LIVE UP TO
THIS NAME

Progress already reached by the
Panama-PacifiInternational Exposition gives concrete assurance
that
when the big fair opens' its gates at
San Francisco in February, 1915, it
will in every way justify the promise
now made that it is to be the most
magnificent exposition the world has
ever seen. The assured participation
of a large number of foreign nations,
the announced intention ' of many
more to accept the invitation to be
of pracrepresented, the
tically every state in the union, the
imposing number of exhibit palaces
and artistic courts, the magnificent
scheme of architecture, sculpture and
color decoration, all based upon the
theme of the glorious achievement
of the Panama canal, and, above all,
the California atmosphere of eternal
spring, typified by the wonderful gardens in which the entire exposition
is to be set all forecast
the triumphant celebration which is to attract the entire world to the Golden
c
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Fortunate is the one who can get
"anything" without suffering the tortures of dyspepsia, but as few are so
fortunate care should be taken In the
matter of diet. Eating slowly, masticating the food thoroughly and taking
a short walk after the heavy meal of
the day will do much towards assisting digestion. Any grown-uperson
ought to know the peculiar foods that
do not agree, and these should be
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ment of manufactures and
dustries.
When the Panama-Pacifitional exposition opens its
ruary 20, 1915, it will have
designation now given it
dent C. C. Moore, "The
that will be ready."
c
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New Corset Models Are Here
We

hare just received the new models of

Heed the Couah that Han no On
The seeds of consumption may be
tuo cause, ana a cough that
hangs
on weakens the system.
Foley's Ho
ney ana aar compound checks the
cougn, neais the inflamed membranes

'
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varied

"GLOVE-FITTING- "

and strengthens
the limes. E3 D
Rountree, Stillmore, Ga., says:
left me a deep seated, hacking
painful cough which Foley's Honev
and Tar completely cured." O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store

CORSETS

"La-gripp-

:

y

p

are designed to give that long, slim, lithesome appearance to the waist and to reduce the size of the hips
very materially.

avoided.

When these common-sens- e
aids
fail, the next thing to do is to take
MRS. OLIVER YOUNG
JUDGE AND LAWYER
a mild .digestive tonic with laxative
properties, and there is none better permanent relief by using Dr. Cald
than Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It well's Syrup Pepsin. I feel 10 years
FIGHT ON STREET
contains the greatest of all aids to di- younger, my work seems easy, my
gestion, good pepsin. It has other breath is no longer had and I can eat
ingredients that act mildly on the what I want without distress."
W.
AND
bowels, which together form a com.
MOORE
Syrup Pepsin is sure in its results, M'CLELLAN
CLAYTON STAGE AN IM.
bination for the relief of dyspepsia or and a vast improvement over chewPROMPTU BATTLE.
indigestion that is unsurpassed.
ing or swallowing tablets and mints,
Its action is to tone and strengthen or taking cathartics, salts, etc, all of
the stomach and bowel muscles so which are harsh and nauseous and
Albuquerque, jn. M., April 11. An
that they can again do their work at best do but temporray good. You argument srortly before noou today
naturally without outside aid, and can obtain Syrup Pepsin at any drug regarding the swearing out of a writ
when that happy moment comes all store for fifty cents or one dollar a of attachment, resulted in a brief, almedicine can be dispensed with. It bottle. Results are always guaranteed though highly spectacular, fistic encounter between Judge William WalIs the best remedy obtainable for any or money will lie refunded.
disorder of the stomach, liver and
If no member of your family has lace McClellan, justice of the peace
Jiowels, for dyspepsia, constipation, ever used Syrup Pepsin
and you in precinct 12, and W. Moore ClayGate.
biliousness, headaches, drowsiness af- - would like to make a personal trial ton, a member of the bar.
According to bystanders, the scrap
Out at Harbor View, on the shores ter eating, gas on the stomach, etc. of it before buying it in the regular
started
when Clayton applied a re
Thousands
of
users
will
to way of druggist, send your address
of San Francisco Hay, the work on
testify
the .Panama-PacifiInternational Ex- this, among Mrs. Oliver Young, Mer- a postal will da to Dr. W. B. Cald- mark which proved oirensive to the
She says:
"After many well, 417 Washington St., Monticel- - justice. With but little preliminary,
position construction is far advanced. rill, Wis.
All records in world' fair construc- years suffering from indigestion 1 lo, HI., and a free sample bottle will Judge McClellan reached down aud
hauling off with his right fist, sent
tion will be broken bv the comple- have obtained what I believe to belbe mailed you.
a crashing blow into Clayton's face
tion, in June, 1914, of every one of
between the nose and the right eye.
the 14 exhibit palaces to be erected
Among the prominent artists who These are just a few details of the A ring worn by the
justice made a
by the exposition company. During are at work on mural
for the advanced stage of development reach- hole in Clayton's features.
panels
the coming fall every one of these varnous
courts
and palaces are ed by the landscape department of
Clayton was sent tumbling backpalaces will be under construction.
Charles Holloway, Frank V. du Mond, the exposition.
wards by the suddenness of the blow.
The handsome service building was Childe Hassam, Robert Reid, M. H.
In the matter or participation, the In falling, ne clutched McClellan's
completed nearly two months ago and Bancroft, Wm. de L. Dodge, Edward world's interest in the
exposition is watch chain and dragged chain and
now is occupied by the forces direct- Simmonds.
Among the sculptors to shown by the official acceptances by watch from the court's vest. Hitting
ing the work of actual construction. whom contracts for models have been
nations of the invitation
repre- the sidewalk, near the State National
The erection of machinery hall, the awarded are Leo Lentelli, Albert
sented: Bolivia, Cuba, China, Costa bank, where the battle occurred,
lnrgest of the exhibit palaces, is well
F. G. R. Roth, Furio Piccirili, A.
Dominican Republic, Clayton threw the timepiece and the
urder way, the giant trusses that are Stirling Calder, Paul Aitkin, Adolph Rioa, Canada,
Ecuador, France, Guatemala,
Haiti, heavy chain against jvIcClellan's face,
to support it being now put in place. A.
Weinman, Isadore Konti, Evelyn Honduras, Holland, Italy, Japan, Li- failing to land, however, because of
Work is under way on the founda- Beatrice Longman, Edith Woodman
beria, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, a defensive arm.
tions for the palace of liberal arts Burroughs, Haig Patigan.
Constable Ed Hale grabbed Judge
Peru, Portugal, Salvador,
Sweden,
and for automobile hall. Contracts
So much then, for the great prog- Spain,
McClellan, and Jttorney John Ven-abl- e
Republic.
Argentine
Uruguay,
have already been let for the palace ress
already made with regard to Denmark. Many more of the nations
prevented Jayton from engv
of education and the palace of varied the exhibit palaces,
the splendid are expected to participate, and some ing in further b "tie.
industries, bids for the construction courts, including the courts of the already have chosen and dedicated the
According to t ise who heard the
lor the palace of food products have Sun and Stars, the Festival court and site of their
words between W'Clellan and Claybuilding.
been called for, and bids for the agri- the Four Seasons, the court of tne
State participation is assured al- ton, the argument was about a writ
cultural palace will be called for be- Palms, and the court of Flowers, with
most in entirety. Thirty-thre- e
of the of attachment for service in precinct
fore April 1, plans and specifications their imposing archways
and col states have thus far signified their in- 12, that Clayton had sworn out benow being ready.
umns.
tention to take part and a great num- fore a justice la precinct 26. McThe plans for the palaces of fine
Equalling the advances of the work ber have selected their sites. Not Clellan, it is said, chided Clayton for
arts, social economy, manufactures, of construction is the status of pre- alone by buildings and exhibits will his action, and Clayton repi'.e 1 with
mines paration for the floral decoration of universal
transportation, horticulture,
representation be had, but an ungentlemanly remark, according
and metallurgy are practically fin- the grounds, for national and interna- also
to bystanders. Then the scrap hapby participation in the great inished. Before July 1, of this year all tional participation in exhibits, sports,
ternational
athletic pened.
congresses,
of the specifications will be ready for festivals, for installation of the wongames, musical festivals and pabids ders of the world that are to educate
the inspection of contractors;
POTSCH'S NEW JOB.
geants, many of which are already bewill be called for, and by the end of millions of visitors, and for the conAlubquerque, April 11. J. C. Xead,
ing planned, in detail.
July all of these buildings will be in cessions that are to provide them with
The magnificent scale upon which for years manager for the big store
course of construction.
Within a amusement and refreshment.
of the Mcintosh Hardware company
international and state participation
,
in this city, has resigned, his resigyear from that date they will be comUnder the direction of John
will be individually made can be judgpleted, allowing eight months for the
nation
and accepted
the noted landscape gardener ed from the fact that
Japan will with being presented
installation of exhibits, and final dec- and superintendent of San Francisthe recent annual
at
regeret
spend $1,500,000 for its exhibit; Italy,
courts
and
oration of palaces,
co's public parks, marvelous progress $400,000; New York state, $700,000; meeting of .the stockholders of this
grounds.
has been achieved in the work of Illinois, $500,000 and many other important concern. Mr. Nead has
Seven thousand men will be at
laying out and planning the vast states and foreign nations are keep- been in failing health for the past
work at the buildings before the sumtwo years or more, which fact is
grounds. In the greenhouses and
mer is over. As high as ten thou- lath houses erected at the Presidio ing step. Calilornia as hostess is responsible for his action in resigndevoting $l,i00,n00 to her state buildsand men will be employed when the 250,000
have already
small plants
ing the managership which he has
labor peak is reached. This number been raised from seeds and cuttings, ing alone.
so ably handled.
Equal progress is shown in the deis exclusive of those who will be emMr. Nead is succeeded by M. W.
and the number is rapidly increasing.
ployed in the construction of state Millions of these plants will be need- partment of concessions. Thousands Potsch, formerly of Illinois, for fifbuildings apd foreign pavilions. The ed and they will be ready by the of applications have been received teen years in the hardware business
states and foreign nations, it. is ex- time the construction work has been by Director Frank Burt, who is weed and who has been well known in Alout all but. the highest types of
pected, will conform to the pace uet finished. Fifteen
thousand palm! ing
buquerque and iew Mexico for the
by the exposition company In the have been boxed and are ready to be amusement features. A number of past seven years as traveling repreconcessions already have been grant- sentative of a
work of construction.
moved. The nurseries of the state
large wholesale hardMeanwhile the plans of the magni- are furnishing from two to four car- ed, and the concessionaries are per ware house. Mr. i'otsch is an enerficent courts, the designs for the im- loads a day of small plants and vines, fecting plans for construction and in- getic young man who knows the
stallation. Notable among the con: hardware business
posing sculpture, and the sketches which are being replanted as rapidly
thoroughly in all
are those which will be seen its phases and that he will prove a
of the mural paintings and decora- as received.
More than 100 Italian
tions are nearing completion. Con- cypress trees, a donation from San for the filst time at tne Panama-Pa- live wire in his important new positracts for many of the groups of stat Jose, have been boxed and are ready jcltlc exposition, suen are tne repro- - tion is a certainty.
uary and for many of the mural ,
,itinn unction of the Grand Trianon at Ver- - Mr. Nead is undecided at present
f,.,v.,.iniin,, fn
sailles, the '49 Camp, which is to por- - as to his future plans.
to
been
lot
have
paintings
already
site.
the life of the California pio
Itray
prominent artists and sculptors in
the
of
One of the most beautiful
San Francisco, New York and other horticultural features will be Califor- neers, a reproduction of the Panama
cities of the United States. The di- nia canyon, now being laid out fur canal, a reproduction of the Grand
reckle-rac- e
rection of the color work has been COO feet near the Japanese pavilion. Canyon of the Arizona, an ice palace
tn trusted to Jule3 Guerin. Karl Bit- One thousand redwoods are being and hockey arena, truly novel to
and many others.
ter has charge of the sculpture.
brought to this canyon from the SanThe classification of exhibits, mar- Sun and Wind
ta Cruz mountains, as well as
Bring'Out Uugly Spots,
How to Remove Easily
manzanitas, California lilies, velous in its scope and completeness,
and all sorts of native and indigen- has been issued by Captain Asher
Here's chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
Carter Baker, director of exhibits, un- to try a new
The Home Doctor
ous wild flowers.
remedy for freckles with
Five hundred palms, from 20 to 40 der the direct supervision of Director-in-Chie- f the guarantee of a reliable dealer
Dr. Frederick
J. V. Skiff. that it will not cost you a penny un
feet high, and innumerable orange
Remedy for Coughs and Colds
lemon trees have been aeenred Applications for space are pouring In less t removes the freckles; while if
and
one-haand
On"
ounces Balm of
from 'prospective exhibitors in all it does give
(',. .id buds, one pound bruised rock for the south garden.
yon a clear complexion
.. ly, one pint
Iteiiuisitioiis already have been parts of the world.
Duffy's
the expense is trifling.
pure malt
v .. key. (Ve recommend Duffy's on made for banana and olive trees from T'nder the direction of Dr. Skiff, Simply get an ounce of othine
;
otint of its purity and known meilic- -i
and
ai value.)
J'ut aside with occa.ioiir.l southern California
Centrulj the chiefs of the various exhibit de- double slrenglii from your druggist
;
America; for 1,200 firs and spruce partments are being rapidly appolnt- - inn! a few applications should show
(lining until llic roik cati'ly is
ror a ulH. from nil parts ef Ibo world, each to d. Notable ninoiijj; those recently you bow easy It. jM (0 rid
wo. iiml si a hi.
yoursulf ol
t ii.ii Mioniifu!
every lioiir: if the
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Stout women especially will realize the importance of these
features. Reduction is accomplished by the tailoring and
not by the strappings and accessories used in patented reducers.

?

We have a model for every figure, be

THOMSONS

it stout or slender.

The Store that
WOOLTEX

Established

1862

cLcvwiTTn;?

The Home

&.J8o$efmz&3 Sou

Sells

THE CAPITAL

Suits Icr Men

Sou.tKSiaGl'ieo

tended that bills for travelin? ex- j M. The
a
wP!
principal of5e-reuses should be accompanied by
ami the last nan..
w'.Z
ceipt for all monies paid out, such ss! man wii; be in charge.
'
required from Pullman car conductors
Fine Photos of Elks
for berths, and so forth. The court
0,ero
has ruled that this is not necessary,!
and that a duly rendered and itemized ,ferestil,S Photographs of el!c
bill, showing in detail what monies WilJii'm a. Smith, of Krilnnr. (. c;:ax
:s son
" Be'e
were expended for and nifi
t t.
ho is a de;mt-- -- ame v
the officer so expending it, is a suffi come or icem snow trie ei eating out
cient evident of its expenditure.
mans hat,d. and reaching over in- of
O. L. Owen has not vet rptnmcit
fed- - Mr- te
from his trip about the state on busi - )0 a bu?sr to
?
ness pertaining to the corporation j lhat he has a!)out COD('iu3el that hunt
ing un me camera is a greater sport
commission. He is still in Cloris.
M. S. Groves, and E. F. Coarfl are than hunting with the rifle, and has
still in Colorado looking into the mat- decided that he will endeavor to
ters pertaining to the issuance of ar- master the art of photoiraphy along
ticles of incorporation to insurance that line.
Two Men to be Hanged April 25
concerns and learning something
about the way in which such matters
Mandates have just been issued by
are handled in our neighboring state. the supreme court in the cases of
While the corporation commission Francisco Granado and Irwin Ftazier,
does not have charge of the insur- sustaining the decision of the lower
ance business of this state it does court, and the men will therefore be
have charge of the issuance of arti- hanged on the twenty-- f fsh "of
April at
cles of incorporation to all insurance Socorro.
In the land case of Fayette Owen
companies.
against Lizzie MT Andrews and others,
Articles of Incorporation
The National Fire Insurance com- in the supreme court, the judgment of
pany of Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Fire- the lower court is affirmed.
men's Insurance company, of Newark,
Notaries Public Commissons
N. J., have been recommended
Commssions as notaries public have
by the
state insurance commissioner as being been issued
today at the secretry of
proper corporations to do business state's office.to the
following persons:
within the state, and articles of
Manuel Espanoso, Taos; John R.
have been issued by the corSocorro; Cass I. Hester, Guaporation commission.
dalupe; John R. Hnley, Dona Ana;
The Rito Live Stock company has Ed M. Wilson and Ernest
F. Snyder,
also filed articles of incorporation of Union.
The capital stock is $50,000 and fie
Arthur Teeney, treasurer of the
working capital amounts to $2,100. Silver City armory board, has filed a
The incorporators are: V. H. Lisle, bond of $3,000
with the secretary or
Lexington, Ky.. J. B. Wayne, "Socor- state, for the faithful
performance of
ro, and II. H. Lisle, of Elmdorf, N. duty, and as
security.
s

;

Santa Fe, N. M., April 11 The
commissioners of the state penitenFormer
tiary are meeting today.
Governor M. A. Otero, presided, as
president of the board. Others present were Charles F. Easley, of this
city, secretary; Jose Inez Roibal of
Nambe; D. H. Boatright, of Albuquerque; George h. TJlrick, of Carrizozo,
and
the superintendent, John B.
McManus.

The board examined

applications
contracts and
transacted other business.
Indian Got Obstreperous
James Hoslich and Bevis Bega, two
Navajo Indians, were arraigned in the
federal court yesterday, charged with
introducing liquor onto a United
States reservation. The latter named
Indian, Bevis Bega, became rather obstreperous when the authorities attempted to take him into custody, and
caused Superintendent Shelton a good
deal of trouble, fleeing to the hills, and
defying any one to take him. Both
men were rather
penitent when
brought before Judge Pope and pleaded guilty. Hoslich was given 60 days
in the penitentiary and costs,
and
Bega got 90 days and costs.
Ruling of Certified Bills
Mandamus proceedings instituted in
the district court by the corporation
commission against the state auditor,
to show cause why he should not allow the payment of certain bills, has
resulted in settling the question as to
the manner in which bills shall be
certified to. The state auditor con
for parole, proposed
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Incor-poratio- n

Mil-lica- n,

A1For"J?1011
Headaiclie Nervousness
to disorders
of Kidneys
O. G. SCHAEFER.

and Bladder
RED CROSS DRUG CO.

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

$50,000.00

J. M. Cunningham. President

Frank Springer,

D. T.

t.

Hoskins, Cashitr.

E. S. Lewis,

Asst

Cash.

VEGAS

Interest 'PeJd On Time Deposits
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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HOW MATCH GAME

SUFFERED

HOLD

AWIMCZEI

IS WORKED BY

In Wrists.

Spread to Fingers. Little Pimples or Blisters. Itching

GRAFTERS

So

Could Hardly Sleep.
Cuticura Soap and- Ointment.- Gone Entirely.
Bad

Used

IT TOOK TWO MEN ONLY A LITTLE WHILE TO GET TO

roll.

KANSAN'S

Kansas City, m"., April 1L If yon
want to Izzm the psychology of the
sucker J. H. Adamson, a machinist
of Scammon, Kan., can tell you alrout
It admitting freely as a premise
that he is a sucker.
Adamson arrived along about noon
and was sort of standing around loose
at Eighth and Main Btreets, looking
about for something to do. A small,
pleasant young man, also looking for
something to do, met up with him.
Somewhere along the Faseo they
crossed the path of a big guy with
a soft southern voice.
The little guy seemed to know the
big gny. and before joining him he
said to Adamson:
The Stage is Set
"There's a guy with a roll He's got
about $500 all the time. Let's yon and
me get him to matcn dollars, odd man
win, and 111 turn heads and you turn
tails, and between ns well get that
Toll."

But this shocked the sensibilities
of Adamson and he held up horrified hands, metaphorically, and said:
"Oh, no oh, no."
Behold not the reward of virtue.
The big guy being duly introduced,
the trio wandered alons and the little man and the big man began
matching pennies. The big guy, who
Adamson would have sworn was perfectly innocent, won the pennies and
tried to give them back to the little
guy, who was a game sport and declined to take them.
The Flash Roll.
It was very affecting.
Then the big guy, in a sudden outburst of sportsmanship, offered to
wager $150 on the turn of a coin
among the three, and pulled what Js
known technically as a "flash rt.ll,"
consisting probably of a $2 bill
wrapped carefully around a section
of a corncob.
Before Adamson was quite sure
what he was doing h had won the

170 N. 16th St., Portland. Ore. "The
ecxema which tartl about two years ago,
broke out in my wrists Cm, then spread
to my fingers. I Buffered
untold agony

with them until I be.
pan to use Cuticura
Bemedies.

It

would

appear hi little pimple
or blisters like, and
when I scratched them,
they would appear In
littie scales. The itching would be so bad
that I could hardly sleep of nights. I would
cratch my hands until they were most
numb, then when the blood would course
through them again the burning and smarting would be so bad that I could hardly
stand it, and I got to be so easily irritated
that my husband had to use all of his
patience to get along with me. I believe
I had tried just about every remedy, offered
to the public for such diseases, without any
relief whatsoever, until my mother recommended Cuticura Remedies to me. I only
used the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment once when my cure began, and in a
month of use it was gone entirely." (Signed)
Mrs.

LIVED

HAS

Cumberland County Had Many Pamoua
lnn
Rendezvous During Revolu-

Philadelphia, Pa. With skeletons of
once historic taverns being razed every year, Cumberland county, Pa., during the early colonial days famous for
Its inns, is gradually losing landmarks
that have contributed largely to the
making of the history of this country.
Buildings that early in the eighteenth
century played an important part In
the events that led to the formation
of the Republic, are today but memories or are rapidly passing into
Cumberland county is nnlque in its
history, having the distinction of living under three flags the British, the
American and the Confederate and
during the Revolutionary War. Carlisle, Its county seat, was a popular
rendezvous for American troops and
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But he didn't get It.
The big guy innocently suggested
that inasmuch as he had risked his
own very good money in the deal, it
would be proper for the winner to
how that he had enough coin to have
met the obligation had he lost.
The Check Is Cashed.
Adamson blushingly owned up to
$10 cash and a check for $133.
Still the big guy was uncertain
about the propriety oi his paying up.
Maybe the check wasn't good.
The folks in a "bank" near the
postoffice didn't know Adamson, of
course. But it appears they knew
Jones, who very kindly Identified
Adamson.

The check was cashed.
Still, Jones didn't fork over the

iihcumafic Blood

The three men strolled up a
side street. It was abpui.
o'clock in
the afternoon. It occurred later to
Adamson that he never saw a street
that looked so much like a thoroughOld Thimble Tavern, Carlisle.
fare in the iJeserted Village.
war strategists, a center around whicV
Closing in on the Prey.
He broached the subject of the revolved much of the theater of action of the colonial and revolutionary
$150.
"Aw, I say," objected the big guy, periods.
early tavern was first designat"let's match for a tenner. Maybe edThe
as an ordinary and consideration
your luck Is still good."
for the welfare of travelers and a deIt was. Adamson won the tenner. sire to regulate the sale of intoxicatBut he didn't get that, either. And ing liquors seemed important enough
something about the attitude of the reasons in the early Puritan days to
two guys made something swell in enforce the opening of some kind ol
house in each community. In
his bosom, right against the wad of public
1656 the General Court of MassachuInside
bills he had planted in tae
setts made towns liable to a fine for
not sustaining an ordinary. In those
pocket of his waistcoat.
The street was empty and the big days great inducements were offered
to persons to keep an ordinary; land
guy reached over
sort of a stickpin is that?" was granted, or pasture for their cab
. "What
tie or exemption from church rates or
he asked, fingering it
school taxes.
Adamson was thoroughly scared
By the close of the seventeenth cennow. His only idea was to get away.
tury the word ordinary was passing
But the only means of escape that into disuse in America, for the puhllo
occurred to him was delay.
houses had multiplied vastly and had
become taverns. The first license law
The Finale.
"Match you for five," he said des- passed in Pennsylvania was on November 27, 1700, and besides Imposing
perately.
the duty of
the tavern-keepe- r
"You're on," said the big guy, ipon
preserving good order about his
grudgingly, Adamson fancied.
house, provided that all such tavern-keeper- s
AdThis time the big guy won.
or persons selling liquor,
amson had to produce his roll to should keep good entertainment for
man and horse under the penalty ot
pay.
The little guy seized it with an air forfeiting 40 shillings for the use of
the commonwealth.
of certainty, as if it were a maneuNear the southwest corner of North
ver planned well in advance.
and East streets, Carlisle, Thomas
At the same time the. big guy Trimble built a tavern that is still
stooped and picked up a couple of standing, and during the colonial days
was known as an aristocratic publio
bricks.
"It you chirp," he Baid quietly, place, owing to the fact that it was
near the garrison and many army off"you know what you'll get."
icers frequented it
Another tavern
Adamson didn't know, but he look- In Carlisle
the revoduring
prominent
ed at the bricks and made a pretty lutionary period gained distinction because In it were entertained Major
fair guess.
Andre and Lieutenant Despard, who
He didn't chirp.
were captured by General Montgdm-erThe Postscript.
and brought to Cumberland counThe men separated, the big guy
where
ty,
they were placed on a paand the little guy going in opposite role of honor
of six miles, but were
directions.
prohibited from going out of town exAdAs soon as he could find it,
cept In military attire. This house
amson reported at police headquar- was located at the corner of South
ters. His description led to the ar- Hanover street and Locust alley.
rest of Kenneth Lee and James Jones,
whom he identified this morning.
TO WEIGH WRITER'S BRAIN
And that is how Adamson came
to the conclusion that he was a suck- Grandson of Noted Mathematician,
Gauss, Dies In Denver, Colo., and
er.
Leaves Odd Request.

Vonderfiil Specific for

Sci-tlic-

a.

Lumbago, and a
Cure for Dreaded Ar-

ticular Rheumatism.
There is a host of pilla, powders, tablets and what not for rheumatism, but
they all lack the first essential to being
a natural medicine. To begin with, rheumatism is simply a name given to designate a variety of paing, and can only be
reached by irrigating ihe entire blood supply with a naturally assimilative antidote. True, the pains may be eased with
larcotics or the acids may be neutralised
for the time being with other acids. But
tlese merely temporize and do not even
lei-to a cure. There is but one standard rheumatism remedy, and it reflects
the best thought of the day. It is prepared in the great Swift Laboratory in
Atlanta. Ga., and suld In all drug stores
vnder the name of S. S. S. at Si. 00 a
d

bs.ttie.

'

yet S. S. S.

cecorEpiishes in Saet what faddists proclaim in theory, and without the punish-nier- t
of starvation.
Hot springs and
but
Foresting are often recommended.,
S. S. S. does nil that is expected of these
expensive and weakening methods.
It is conceded by the closest students
of the subject that rheumatism is caused
in most cases by an acid condition of the
blood and apgravated by the remedies
commonly used for relief. In other cases
Tbeumatistn is the result of nerve depression; in still others it is the effect of
some scrofulous blood condition, having
oven treated with mercury, iodides, arsemineral drugs.
nic and other
The recoveries of a!l these types of
use
the
of S. S. S. Is a
rleum&Usnt by
wonderful tribute to
natural
1 this remarkable
medicine, for it is as
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be inaugurated tomorrow with the
sailing of the steamship Harpagus
from this port It 4s planned to
maintain a sailing every four weeks
for the present. The new service
will form the last link of a continservice of the
uous
Royal Mail Steamship company. For
the present the new service is to be
carried on by steamships of the Shire
line, which is owned by the Royal
Mail company, but later a fleet of
12,000-ship- s
will be built for the
world-circlin-

Starvation has been advocated by many

as a cure for rheumatism, and

MAIL CIRCLES GLOBE.
Portland, Ore., April 11. A new
transpacific steamship line from
Portland to Japan and China is to

J
'.

transpacific trade.
TO DINE CHURCHILL.
San Francisco, April 11. Winston
Churchill, the New Hampshire novelist and political leader, is to be the
guest of members of the progressive
party of San Franclse and vicinity
at a dinner to be given in his honor
here tomorrow mpht. Governor Jonn-on- ,
iroprsiiiv candidate for vice
iiit-- t
and
tM, will
who wl!)
iitr(4u'-(- i
Mr, riiui'cJjfil,
on Hi- - RiKbiflcai.'-ft,l ths in).

Iridt
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Bcott Nearing tells In his book, Soil! Religion, about a factory inspector who insisted that the owner of the
factory whitewash the inside of the

X

a

TBePoQTOR'S

"Whitewash this factory,' stormed
he owner. 'Why, I can't afford it; it
will cost me I,S00!'
"You will obey my order, or 111
wear oat a warrant,' said the Inspec--

tor.

' "The building

was whitewashed. On

als next visit, six months later, the
jwner greeted the inspector cordially.
" 'You remember the row we had
.bout the whitewash?"
"Yes, indeed.'
" "Well, sir, that $1,500 was the best
money I ever laid out. The building
hadn't been touched for ten years, and
the whitewash makes it look like new.
It is wonderfully cheerful and bright
tnd the girls have done so much better work that I believe I have already
got my money back.' "
Mr. Nearing's comment is that every
improvement which makes a more livable place pays. It is to be questioned
how many employers and owners of
buildings would accept this statement,
(f a large proportion of them would,
the first big advance would be made
toward real social religion. Buffalo
Express.

It has been said that seldom do' infant stage prodigies fulfill the expectations of the future. As a matter of
tact, however, many of our leading
actresses began their stage careers
when they were children.
Ellen Terry, for instance, made her
Bret appearance in "A Winter's Tale"
when she was eight; her sister Kate
when she was seven; her niece Beatrice when she was ten, and another
niece, Minnie, when she was three;
while Marion Terry played Ophelia
when she was seventeen. Winifred
Emery (Mrs. Cyril Maude) made her
first appearance on the stage in "The
Green Bushes" when she was eight,
and gained her first success when she
was seventeen.
Referriag to American actresses, one
might mention Maud Adams, perhaps
one of the most successful of Mr.
Frohman's "stars," who first appeared
an the stage when she was a baby of
nine months old, and was a favorite at
the age of sixteen. Julia Marlowe
made her first appearance in a juvenile production of "'A. M. S. Pinafore"
when she was twelve; while Maud
Fealy first played when she was three.
Unclaimed Lottery Prizes.
Many lottery, prizes remain unclaimed. In
at' the present
time there is saif to be $600,000 in lottery money goijfj abegging for want
of claimants. At the recent Brussels
exhibition lottery, the first prize of
$40,000 remained unclaimed for weeks,
but the owner of the winning ticket
was discovered at last. Just before
the drawing of the lottery a young
Belgian miner was killed by a fall,
and buried, according to custom. In
his clothes. Not until he had been
dead some time did the advertiseFr-fic-

ments for the lottery winner remind
the young man's friends that he had
bought a ticket, which might have
been buried with him. They obtained
permission to exhume the body, and
In a waistcoat pocket was found the
ticket, which, had he lived, would
have made him rich.
Sickening Worship of Dog.
Offley Wee Blackle, champion Pom-

Saxe-Cobur-

ft

Corning, N. Y. As an undertaker
was preparing to embalm his body,

Dogs Haul $1,000,000 2,000 Miles.
More than $1,000,000 in gold was
resident brought to Seattle, Wash., by the
Harry Brigham, a long-timot Ulysses, Pa., shook off his shroud, steamer Mariposa from Cordova, Alasstraightened up In bed and asked for ka, having been more than two months
breakfast. After eating Brigham said In traiiHit from the Idltariod dintrict.
he folt better than hi had been for
From Idltariod to Chitina, more than
several days.
2,000 miles, the Rold was hauled on
Brigham, who had bftHi 1!1 for a dog Bifeds. At Chltlna it was placed on
n two unow
long time, wan found apparently dad a train and caught b (
ora liinu
two slides lli.it
up tradic
by
fiiiijiiy. Arii;r
thi-a MOljtli, pu'i'iK that UriiH the (Tjri:ftH
Louis Iryit.g to in;;j-:,
r
s
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WORKING

CLASSES

PREPARE TO
MONSTER

GO

IN BELGIUM
UPON A

STRIKE.

Brussels, April 11. Belgium seems
to be on the eve of one ot the greatest political upheavals in its history
and it is difficult to forsee the final
outcome. The general strike, ordered
by the national commission of universal suffrage, and endorsed by the socialist congress, is to begin next
Monday and the government has taken the most extensive precautions to
prevent revolutionary outbreaks and
local disturbances. Generally speaking the impending strike may be considered an act intended as an expression of protest by the lower
working classes against the refusal
of the government to grant a revision of the constitution as demanded by the submerged classes.
The strike was to begin some time
ago, but was postponed to allow
time for another and final appeal to
the government for the granting of
certain reforms, including the introduction of universal suffrage, the
abolition of the plural system of voting and certain changes in the educational laws of the country. The
government, which is controlled by
the clericals, refused to entertain
the propositions and as a last resort the general strike was ordered.
Although upon its surface the present trouble is of a political nature,
the underlying classes are really the
racial, linguistic and religious differences between the Walloons and the
Flemings, which constitute the two
most important component parts of
Belgium's population. The revolution early in the last century which
freed Belgium from the Dutch control was effected chiefly by the Walloons, a French speaking race, and
the control of the government remained in their hands down to 1884.
For the 50 years preceding the Flem-ing- s
had been working to prevent
the extinction of their language,
which Is virtually identical with low
Dutch. The movement which was at
first literary, soon assumed a politi
cal aspect. The Flemings, being
Catholics, enlisted the support of the
clericals and at the election of 1884
they succeeded in obtaining control
of the government. They have been
in power ever since.
The Flemish or clerical party, fully realizing its numerical weakness,
fortified its position and sought to
perpetuate Its power by the plural
system of voting, whioh alone has
been able to maintain them in
Under this system fatherhood
and certain property and educational
qualifications entitle a voter to two
or even three votes at all elections.
This system has been extremely obnoxious to the enormous mass of
poor and uneducated workingmen,
but all efforts to bring about a change
of the system failed.
It was on June 4, 1912, that the
dissatisfaction which had been steadily growing for years among Belgium's unfairly repres"nted lower
classes burst into- the open, following the elections which retained in
power the clericals. The government
feared a revolutionary outbreak and
as a matter of precaution irobilizei
the army and police force and called
j
iu the reserves. Armed
wre
rushed to all the centers of incitement and Brussels was p.:icti-:.t'.lThere was a
in a state of seige.
great ferment in the big coal mining
district known as Le Borlnage, of
which Mons is the center. The miners wanted to strike en masse and
only with difficulty were they persuaded to abandon that plan.
Since then the fight was continued by the working classes and everything 'prepared with a decisive coup.
The liberals joined hands with the
socialists and incorporated a deuia-i- d
for universal suffrage and the abolition of the plural system of voting
The agitation
upon their platform.
was carried on with great energy
and it is believed that the oppressed
majority is well prepared to make
its power felt in the present conflict.
The educational fight, which is one
on the principal side usues of the
present disturbances, is explained as
follows:
The Belgium schools of y
are either Roman Catholic church
schools or public schools.
The
schools are managed and subsidized
by the communes alone and in the
commnues mere Is a
tendency to subsidize only the common schools. Broadly F.peaklng, the
d'tire of the clerical government Js
to place the churrh schools on the
fHfiift fiimij'-iafooting bti the. pub-!fund
to
!;'.!.", thn l. '
con-tro-

to-la-

l.

Advice!

The questions answered below are
general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlr Baker, College Bldg., Collego-ElwooSts., Dayton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only Initials or fictitious name w"l
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be fiTied rt any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

DISCORD

building.

eranian, arrived at San Francisco in a
private car and immediately disappeared, to be relayed along through
three pairs of hands to a mysterious
woman, who paid $5,000 for him.
The dog weighs three pounds and
four ounces, but the woman who wanted him would have paid more than the
$96 an ounce that he cost had It been
necessary, to get him.
Offley Wee's ticket from New York
to Chicago cost $595. Rather, his tickets cost that amount, because his custodian had to buy 17 of them at $35
Denver, Colo. Twelve hours after apiece so that the dog might have a
the death of his brother, Charles H.
Pullman car to himself.
Gauss of St. Charles, Mo., from heart special
disease, Robert W. Gauss, grandson of
Balkan Kings Speak English,
the renowned German mathematician,
A peculiarity of the three Balkan
Paul F. Gauss, and for 28 years editrulers, King Ferdinand, King Peter
orial writer for the Denver Republic- and
King Nicholas, is the admirable
an, died here from the same disease. manner
In which they all speak EngHe was found dead in his bed.
g
lish. That King Ferdinand, a
Gauss left a request that his brain
and a kinsman of our royal
be preserved, weighed, analyzed and
and
who
family,
Peter,
King
compared with that of his famous has
most
life
of
his
spent
The mathematician's
grandfather.
in
of
capitals
Europe,
brain at the time of his death weigh- shouldthebe conversant
with our
ed 1,492 grams, or 62.7 ounces avoiris not, after all, astonishing, but
dupois.
It is curious that King Nicholas, who
nas reigned over his little nation of
"DEAD" MAN WANTED MEAL herdsmen and shepherds for five and
forty years, and seldom crosses his
Discards Shroud When Undertaker own frontier, should be the most perfect English scholar ot the three.
Was About to Embalm Him No
London Letter in New York Sun.
Doctor Summoned,

i
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PLURAL VOTING IS
A CAUSE FOR

English and American Actresses Who
Showed Possession of Genius
When They Were Children.

y

is Vholo Story

NEW LIGHT

BEGAN GREAT CAREERS EARLY

Itf

$150.

$150.

A

Factory Proprietor Brought to Realize Value of Sanitary Surround
lng for His Workpeople.

tionary War for Troops.

Thai

'Walsh, Oct. 11. 1911.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c ) are sold throughout the world. A
single set is often sufficient. Liberal sample
of each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick. 25c. Sample free.

UNDER 3 FLAGS SAW THINGS IN

well-stocke- d

"Marie" writes: 'T would like a
for a pimply, oily skin. I suffer from constipation, headache and
indigestion."
Get from your druggist
Answer:
three grain sudpherb tablets and take
according to directions. These tablets
are packed in sealed tubes and contain full directions for using. I have
found them to he the most reliable in
such ailments as arise from constipa
tion. They are made of sulphur,
cream of tartar and herb medicines
an dif taken regularly will cure your
constipation and purify the blood, thus
causing your skin to become clear.
These are fine for children, as they do
not sicken.
"Mary" You can easily cure your
little girl of bedwetting by mixing
1
oz. of comp. fluid balm wort; 2
drams tincture rhusaromatic; and 1
dram tincture cubebs. Mix thoroughly and give in water about one
hour before each meal, 10 to 15
drops.
Doctor: "My blood, stomach and
bowels are badly affected due to a
very severe case of catarrh of the
head. Can you recommend a cure?"
S. You should' use the foltreatment: get two ozs.
local
lowing
of antisetic viilane powder and make
a catarrh balm by mixing one tea- spoonful of the powder with one

J. E.

ounce of vaseine or lard and use in
the nostrils as far as possible. Also
snuff from the palm of the hand
through the nostrils the following
f
Vwash: To
teaspoonful of
Vilane powder add a pint of warm
water and use two or three times daily. For internal treatment for the
blood, stomach and bowels obtain the
Mix, shake
following ingredients:
wel 1 and take a teaspoonful four
four times a day: Comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz., fluid extract buchu, 1 oz.,
and comp. syrup sarsaparilla, 4 ozs.
one-hal-

"Sadie" says: "I misplaced the
prescription you sent me for dandruff
and itching scalp will you please send
it againr
Answer: There is nothing better
for dandruff and itching scalp than
plain yellow minyol which is sold in
4 oz. jars at any well stocked drug
store. Use this according to direc
tions and you will soon be cured of
all diseases of the hair and scalp.
a
a

sides adding more color to the cheek
and lips and a sparkle of health to
the eyes.
I a

a

"Mrs. O." writes: "Kindly publish
again the prescription for rheumatism which you gave to 'Ted' some
time ago."
Answer: I shall be very glad to
repeat the formula. Get at the drps
store the following ingredients and
mix yourself, taking a teaspoonful at
meal times and at bedtime. Iodide of
potassium, 2 drams; sodium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of colchicum,
f
oz.; comp. essence cardiol, 1
oz.; comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and
syrup sarsaparilla, 5 ozs. This is my
favorite prescription for rheumatism,
one-hal-

a a

"Charlotte" says: "Some time ago
you answered through your columns
telling "Marie" how to cure bad
cough and cold. Will you kindly repeat the formula?"
Answer: I shall be very glad to
repeat the formult for you. Get from
your druggist a 2 oz. package of esand mix with
sence mentho-laxen- e
sugar syrup and
honey or home-mad- e
take according to directions given on
the bottle. This is a very mild laxative and will surely cure your cold
in a few days at most. It is absolutely harmless and is very pleasant to

take.

a a a
"Ted" writes: "I have had chronic
appendicitis for some time but I cannot consent to an operation, 5'y
stomach is in a bad condition also.
Can you help me?"
Answer: The best sclentifio and
satisfactory treatment for yon Is tablets triopeptine, which you can get at
any
drug store. They
are packed in seale cartons with full
directions for taking. I think many
cases of appendicitis could he
if triopeptine was used regularly.
well-stocke- d

pro-vente- d

a

a

a

"Mrs. T." writes:

"I have been sick
for some time and do not seem to be
able to get anything to give me
strength. I 'am nervous and cannot
sleep. Could you prescribe a good
tonic?"
Answer: The best system and
nerve tonic I know of is made by
mixing 5 ozs. syrup hypophosphites
comp. and 1 oz. tincture cadomene
(not cardamon). Mix by shaking well
and take a teaspoonful before meals.
This is a fine tonic for old and
young.

"Nina R." writes: "Please advise
a a a
me what to take to overcome extreme
thinness. My arms and bust have no
Mrs. De V. asks:
I should like to
development and my face Is so thin ask you how one can reduce the
that it Is positively homely, although weight. T am too laree, find lact Mm- mer suffered on account of evcessive
my features are regular."
Answer: Many ladies would be fat. Can you advise a remedy, harmmuch more beautiful if they were less and safe "
Answer: I have frequently presomewhat fleshier and as increased
weight is possible It is the duty of ev- scribed a liquid remedy, but, owing
ery woman to be always at her best. to Its agreeable taste, I am now pree
Begin taking three grain
scribing the same formula In a tablet
in form.
are
obtained
It Is called
tablets, nhich
arbolena
hypo-nu-clan-

sealed cartons with directions, and
continue until your weight is satisfactory. Frequently a two months'
treatment adds IS to 30 pounds, be

tablets and is sold by druggists In,
sealed tubes with full directions for
home use. I advise anyone who is
too fleshy to try this excellent tablet.

No matter how long you suffered.
be provided by the communes, the
province and .the state. The opposi or what other remedies have failed to
Pills !!! surely
tion, however, demands that the cure, Foley Kidney
you. They are genuinely tonic,
help
church schools suould be maintained strengthening and
curative, build up

by the church, not by the government

tne kidneys and restore their reeular
action. John Velnerr, Foster, CaSif.,
says: "I suffered many years with
IT
AT
STRAIGHT
kidney trouble and could never get relief until 1 tried
Pills
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That which effected a Foley Kidney
complete cure." O, G.
Contain Mercury
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely deRecommenaed tor a Good Reason
range the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
C. H. Grant, 230 Waverly St., Peoria,
Such articles should never be used ex- Ills., says: "Backache and
congested
cept on prescriptions from reputable kidneys made me suffer intense
pains.
physicians, as the damage they will Was always tired and floating specks
do Is ten fold to the good you can bothered me.
Took Foley Kidney
possibly derive from them. Hall's Ca- Pills and saw big Improvement after
manufactured
F.
J
Cure,
tarrh
by
third day. I kept on until entirely
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., contain? freed of alt trouble and suiTeriiig.
no mercury, and Is taken Internally. That's why I recommend
Foley Kidne y
acting directly upon the blood and Pills. They cured me." O. G.
mucous surfaces of the system. In
and Red Crops Drug Co.
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It U taken Internally and made In Toledo, Ohio, bv PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
, , ,
r.
P. J. Cheney and Co. Testimonials
r,
out dim' t
jf
free.
I'AZO OINTVI.Vr f '!u ( f ml. , ,
Talus Hail's Family Pills for coriBfl ' ;
;
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Entered at the postoffice at East
members of the ComThirty-sevelor
New
transmit
Mexico,
other residents of
and
club
mercial
ijm Vegas,
ioa through the United States molli Las Vegas attended the second
fcs second claw matter.
Dinner" in the club rooms
last night at which Dr. Frank H. H.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Roberts was the principal speaker.
r:
Daily, by Cr-leThe dinner was served at 6:30 o's
....... I .06 clock. After the last course Dr.
rax Copy
.16
on
"The
BigIme Wwk
began his speech
6B
....
tme Month
gest Business Asset of Las Vegas."
7.60 Clarence Iden, chairman of the meetOne Year
Mail
Daily by
ing, Introducing Dr. Roberts, paid
00 that
.
One Year
gentleman a high tribute, saying
3.00 that Dr. Roberts was considered hy
Six Mentha
all the citizens of Las Vegas as one
of the best boosters for his home
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
town in the state. Dr. Roberts' subGROWER
was based on the school of which
2.0fl ject
Uoe Yoar
he is president, the New Mexico Norfix Months
mal University. Ha told some facts
about the Normal that are not genCash in Advance for Mail SubBorip- - erally known, and showed, that it is
an asset of great value to Las Vegas.
Uons)
iieuiit by draft, check or money
This institution, which is not local
order. H sent otherwise we wUi not in character, although it Is constantly
tvj responsible for loa.
called the Las Vegas Normal by the
Specimen copies free on applica- Las Vegas citizens, has the largest
tion
enrollment of any state school in New
Mexico, and for the past few years
(tiX. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT bas held that standard.
The school
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Is situated in an ideal place in the
PAID FOR
state, being in a central location, and
Las Ve:,'as having better educational
Advertisers are guaranteed the facitlities than any other town in the
largoat dally and weekly circulation state. That the New Mexico Normal
r: tit nawjipaper In northern New University is the best school in the
state was shown by Dr. Roberts, who
demonstrated that the school had advanced more rapidly than any other
i
k:lepH0NE3
institution in New Mex
educational
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'In these days," an infuriated
writes to "The Public Mind,"
"a
boy starts out in the
world with a 25 gua and a J30 dog
to shoot a
rabbit"
You have seen the youngster,
I
course? His father used to wear trousers handed down from an older
brother and he was is luck if he got
a new suit once in three years. Son

ico.
,
Dr. Roberts said

Mr. Lucas will act as a
member bIbo.
An invitation was then extended
the club to visit the Normal on Monday of next week hy Dr. Roberts and
it was agreed that the club would
make the visit at 3 o'clock Monday
afternoon.
of Wagon
Dr. A. E. Northwood
Mound invited the Commercial club
to visit Wagon Mound should it take
another booster trip in that direction.
The meeting was a success in every
displayed
respect and the interest
shows that there are many citizens
in the city who are in favor of every
chance of boosting Las Vegas to be
a greater and larger city.
Those present were George H. Hunker, Charles O'Malley, William Wha-len- ,
W. P. Southard, P. J. Emenaker,
12. D.
Raynolds, S. B. Rohrer, T. W.
Mulleman, W. N. Rosenthal, George
Kinkel, Phil H. Le Noir, S. Powers,
A. N. White, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Clarence Iden, Rufus Mead, W.
J. Lucas, W. H. Springer,'1 M. Danzi-ger- ,
J. Danziger; 'ike Racharach, Her1II. Stark.
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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two-third-

bers.
The strike of the Web Pressmen's
union against the San Francisco Ex-

aminer and the Hearst papers in Chicago has been called off after a con
ference.
The union of all railroad employes
in one strong organization is predicted by W. S. Carter, president of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen

O'Don-Bonvill-

BROKEN.

Santa Fe, N. M. The month of
March, 1913, was the coldest March
thus far recorded in New Mexico,
averaging 39.7 degrees, while no previous March during tie last 19
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RACE IN INDIANAP'
OLIS CLASSIC.

Indianapolis, Ind., April 11 That
several other foreign manufacturers,
in addition to the Sunbeam and Peu-gcars already entered, will figure
e
internain the third annual
tional sweepstakes race at the Indianapolis motor speedway, May 30, Is
the belief of experts who follow the
world's automobile events closely.
This belief is based on a study of
the French Grand Prix race which
will be held In July. This is the
greatest automobile event which will
be held in Europe this year and the
entry list already published reveals
the rather startling information that
41 prominent cars which were entered last year will not be represented
in the 1913 event.
The Fiat, Benz, Mercedes and others of the big European manufacturers have refused to place their cars
in the compeition and such well
known drivers as Louis Wagner, Victor Hemeny, Percy Lambert, Rene
Hanriot, Hein, Faquet, Barriaux,
Page, Derny and UeVere are with
out mounts. It is generally recograce which
nized that the
will be staged at Indianapolis will be
the biggest event in the world this
year, and since the Sunneam and Pa.t.
geot people have turned their favorable attention upon America it is
thought that other European manufacturers may follow suit.
The American manufacturers for
the most part enter the racing game
that they may submit their cars to
the most rigid test possible and to
gain the publicity which naturally attaches itself to the event.
They
care little or nothing for the prizes
which are hung up. With the Europeans it is different, and automobile racing on the continent is more
or less of a commercial proposition
in which the purses are struggled tor
rather than the mere honor of win-

ot

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

500-mil-

All parts of the state shared in the
deticiency in temperature and the
general cold, .but the greatest deficiency occurred in the upper Rio
Grande valley and the northwest,
where departures ranged from 4.5 to
7.5 degrees a day.
The precipitation of the month was
jjenerally light, except in the higher
districts, the mountain regions and
the southeast, where fairly heavy preAn
excess
occurred.
cipitation
occurred
amounting to a half-ineover most of Eddy county. Over the
plains region, the middle and upper
Pecos valley, almost all of the Rio
Grande, and the western counties, excepting a part of the southwest, and
extreme northwest, very light preMany stations
cipitation occurred.
of
had a mere trace, and
the state had much less than a half
inch.
Only two general periods of
precipitation occurred, the first from
the 8th to 13th and the second 23rd
to 26th, but many places were skipped for the precipitation was largely
local in character.
The snowfall was confined to the
northern half of the state, except
over the mountains in the south. The
fall In the mountain regions was gen.
erally heavy, but the average for the
state was two Inches less than the
great snowfall of March, 1912.
The month was a stormy, blustery
one, with numerous gajf j of wind and
dust. These were eslcially severe
on the 13th and 23rd.The sunshine
average was jhigh; there were 18
clear days, 8 partly cloudy days and
5 cloudy during the month for the
state as a whole. Santa Fe had an
average of 72 per cent of the possible sunshine and Roswell 74 per
cent. The humidity was low, averaging 47 per cent at the Agricultural college, and 50 per cent at Roswell and Santa Fe. Winds were prevailing southwesterly.

;
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SPEED MACHINES OF EUROPE
WILL

and Enginemen.
Delegates from 31 states, a greater
number than were ever before represented, attended the recent ninth
and Frank
Fla.
has to have the latest cut in clothes,
Ohio labor oganizations have startand last spring's suit would never do
a memorial fund to pay off a morted
lor this season, tether used to get
on the home of the late secregage
build
and
up early
the fires and help
the Ohio Federation of Labor,
of
tary
curry the torses and milk tie cows
Harry Thomas, and to educate his
and carry in the wood. Son would
seven children.
bo Insulted at tne suggestion that
Joseph Smith has been
he look after the furnace or mow
president of the Michigan mine workthe lawn. Father got a Job in the sumers; George Clements was chosen
mer vacation and worked his head
secretary-treasure- r
and Farnk O'Don-nel- l
off. Son expects to go camping i.i
vice
president. The election was
the summer, and it's much too hot
ever held.
the
closest
for hira to do anything except play
Temperature.
The rubber workers of Akron, Ohio,
tennis.
Father got his spending
who were on strike for nine weeks,
mean
The
temperature of the
money by earning it, and his Christhave returned to work,- having been month, as determined from the recmas presents were tippets and mitdeserted by the I. W.
ords of 87 stations, was 39.7 or 4.3
tens that his mother knitted, and
and
The
union
decorators
painters,
home-maddegrees below the normal, and 1.8
sled. Son has
maybe a
'
paper hangers of Providence, R. I., degree below Marqh, 1912. The highan allowance, and his j.st of Christcents an hour in- est monthly mean was 52.2 at Carlswill receive 45
mas presents counts up in real money
stead of the present rate of 41
bad and the lowest 26.0 degrees at
to a scandalous figure.
cents, beginning April 14.
Chama, while the hightest recorded
Father made his success) by being
As the result of a boycott by other temperature was 90 degrees at
thrown on his own resources and be- Las Vegas.
Iaaor 'unions the Hotel Workers'
Alvan N. White, state superintendand Carlsbad on the 30th, and
ing forced to nnstle. He ia doing
MexNew
of
union
of Chicago, which had been at Noria and Orogrande on the 31st.
Instruction
ent
of
public
everything possible to pre?Rt .on
at the dinner, backed by the Industrial Workers of The lowest recorded temperature
hSm ico, who wag, present
making a nucee
by r.6i
followed Tpr. Roberts talk with a few the World, has gone out of exist was 19 degrees zero beiow at Buice
and keeping him from
K7
jfteT.x
remarks concerning tne future of the ence.
on the 1st. The greatest local monthof the qualities that ir.' a
More than 50,000 miners in South ly range of temperature was 88 deNormal and"'tne "Uemand for teachers
fill man. Kan a an cir.y Sjtar.
all over the state, that is being flllQ'i Wales will go out on a strike as a grees at Dulce, and the lowest 48
j
congrat ulat ed the protest against the employment in at the Rea ranch in the Manzano
by the --school. 1
CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION,
on the proper the mines of
Las'
workmen. An mountains. The greatest locil daily
citizens
of
Vegas
India nape!;, nd., April 11. Two
to
an
last
which
the
handled
about
in
attempt
agreement range was 65 degrees at Cliff ci the
way
bring
they
hundred
Home of
28th. The district averages wera as
the most prominent classical scho- school election by not mixing politics with the employers, has, failed.
The date of the decision of the ar follows: No. 7 (Canadian and NorthHe explained
lars and teachers of the country, were with the school work.
that with personal Interest on the bitrators on the demands of the east), 39.7 degrees; No. 8, Pecos
present today at the opening of the
ninth annual meeting of the Classi- part of the citizens of Las Vegas the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Rio Grande), 40.0 degrees; No. S
cal association of the Middle, West Normal University could advance to and Enginemen against the eastern (Western), 38.2 degrees.
and South. At the opening session wonderful attainments. Ho urged per- railroads has been extended to April
Precipitation.
Hi:
H. V. Carter of the University of sonal interest In the Institution. Mr. 23 to give both sides more time for
...J !;;.
The average precipitation for the
illnois presented a ' paper on "The White's talk was warmly applauded. arguments.
s
Secretary Lp Noir of the Y. M. C. A!
state, as determined from the
College Course In the Classics," and
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
for the evening;
of 151 stations, was 0.J inoh, or
Miss Elizabeth McGorey of Cleveland ' was iw
11.
a
Cattle, re 0.09 inch below the normal, and- 0 Jpi
epoke on "High School Latin and aml 1,e oro,RW forth plan that mayV Kansas City, April
solve the nroblem of opening the Hot celpts tm including 200 southerns. less than March, 1912. The greatrru
Springs as a summer resort. Mr. Le! Market steady to strong. Native est monthly amount was 3.90 inches
will conclude tomorrow.
southern xteers at tne Anchor mine in northern Taos
Noir, laid down no definite plans, but Kieeio ?7.:.oas.7.j;
suggested that a committee be ap- $ii.r,0ri8; southern cows and heifers COUnty, and the least nothing at
4.0UIS1MA BAR MEETING.
a committee $4.5O7.50: native cows and heifers Johnson's
11. Needed pointed to meet with
irTew Orleans, April
ranch, eastern Mora
M.
Blockers
and
feeders! tv. anil at Tavior RnnthPflHt Colfax
the
from
diHeuss the
A.
C.
and
Y,
bein
changes
corporation laws are
com- $6. 25 8. 30; bulls $5.757.D0; calves
county. The greatest amount m any
ing fliscussed at the annual meetln? plausibility of his scheme. The
IC50-9.50western steers $7.25
C.
M.
A.
mittee
the
Y.
consists
from
24 hours was 1;m inch at llerger's
of the Louisiana liar association,
ranch near qld Fort Wingate, Mc
.which met here today for a two days' of Ceorge Kinkel, Clarence Iden, and 8.45; western cows $1.507.25.
Hogs, receipts 3,700. Market 5 to Klnley county.
The snowfall aver
uoaalon. President Joseph Carroll of Phil II. Lo Noir. S. 11. Rohrer was
10 cents higher.
Hulk of saleB $8.90 agpd 5.1 Inches, or 2.0 inches loss
tin city called too gathering to or- then asked to Bpeak and made a few
der The annual address before the remarks as to the future of the etate 09.15; heavy $8,80(59; packers and than March, 1912. There was an avand the opening of a demonstration butchers $8, 00.3. 15; lights $8.95fff erage of three days with U."t mch
i(Ki iitiiuii will be delivered by Judge farm at Onava.
Ila told of what Is 9,20; plKs 7.75ff8, GO.
or more ircript;iitn, i'i,n tlinhlol
VvilH.im A. Klunt at Florida.
0,000. Mmkct Ktciidy
'Khcfip, rH(cIil
being accomplished on Irrigated land.
avenged Wf.-- ua followH: No, 7, 0.3'i
SV, J. Lucas,
j,iftt!llt:iit (it the Com-utti- i lo 10 Juwur, Million $0.7,15; Col Inch; No. 8, fu.S Inch; No, 9, O.lifi
A wM,t,i. is mnfiTntwi?
t,n woiiiitn
lul ;l(i!, then upjHiliili'd sa a
oruili) )iimb $7.f,ii'(f9; iiinpH wi'ilium iiiili.
.111 1,
i.i i Mi.) labor
UM In Mei'i
in inifd villi lb V, M, ('. A. Hid vi;)iil tup tT.!i's; iuiijitj awcx
I'lHIil.l'!;! (;, W.NM'-'y! W
owii.itl.u liiiSl.fi l'.iyii.lili
e
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years averaged lower than 40.7 degrees. The cold of the month was
almost continuous, the last three or
four days being the' only ones with
much pretense to warmth. On the
other hand, temperatures were frequently below zero in some parts of
the state, and the record of 19 deman Ufeld Major A. D. Wh'itmore,t grees below zero at Dulce is the lowJefferson Raynolds, Dr. F. IL Crail, est temperature recorded in March
Ike Appel, F. J. Geliring, E. R. Rus- in New Mexico. A record of 12
zero was made as late
sell, Dr. E. B. Shaw, Dr. W. E. Kaserf
at the 27th of the month at
L. T. Swallow and W. H. Starlc

An organization of the Pacific coast
brick layers and stone masons' unions
into the Pacific coast conference of
Rrick Layers and Stcme Masons has
been effected. It will have jurisdiction of California, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, Utah and British Columbia.
Canadian labor unions will make an
effort to have the government investigate the high cost of living.
s
An army of 15,000 children,
of them girls, is employed in
the great textile industry of Pennsylvania.
The United Mine Workers organi
zation of Iowa Is planning the creation of a legal department to proseno cute
personal injury cases of mem-

that he had
complaint regarding the boosting o
the Normal by the citizens and de
clared he had nptced that there was
much Interest among Las Vegans. He
said there is still much room for Increased loyalty to the school on the
part of the Titiztens. All that is ask
ed is a renewed interest, declared
Dr. Roberts. It means to every busi"
ness man of Las Vegas Increased
prosperity if he personally boosts for
the NormaL., Every new student from
outside the. citywho attends the Normal spends practically all but five
per cent of the money he spends dur
ing the school year in this city, not
always directly but through the uni
versity dormitory, which purchases
its entire list of supplies in the city.
It is not only what the Normal is in- a business way to Las Vegas now,
but it is the future of that institution
that is to be considered, said Dr. Rob
erts. It an be made by persisted
boosting the largest normal school lu
the entire southwest. It can be readily seen what that would mean to Las
exDr. Roberts' talk was
Vegas.
he
explained
tremely interesting and
to thosCVpresent the responsibility
that is placed on the president of the
school Bnji.fcQW lie needs the help of
the citizens of Las Vegas to make
the New Mexico Normal University
the largest and most successful school
of New Mexico
in the whole state
well
as
aft;4Ig;JJ8iness asset for
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This Quick and Easy Way Will Shorten
Your Ironing Day
iron-- j
Without any of the drudgery of the
ing day, an Electric Flat Iron does its work better,
and more economically. Every housewife will appre.
ciate its convenience whether she does her own ironing
or not, If you live in an electrically .lighted home, you
should enjoy all the, many benefits of a time, strength
and money-savin- g
Electric Flat Iron. ii,f
d

'

ning.

The $50,000 purse which has been
hung up for the Indianapolis 500- niile race is much larger than the
prizes offered for any European event
and the winning of this purse would
mean much to any European manufacturer. Therefore, since the French
Grand Prix has failed to attract their
and not
attention, it is believed,
without foundation, that an Invasion
of America is being planned and that
before the entry list closes at Indianapolis May 1, several foreign cars
will be slated to start in the great
speed contest. The management of
the Indianapolis motor speedway,
both through its home office and
through its . foreign representatives,
has received many inquiries concerning the coming event, and every manufacturer in Europe has been supplied
with entry blanks and is fully acquainted with the conditions which
will govern the contest
Sixteen entries have already been
e
received from the
race, these
entries including the Sunbeam and
Peugeot cars.' It Is well known that
many other American cars will be
represented, and there is no doub
but that the list will be entirely fined. Within the next two weeks the
speedway will present a scene of activity, for all of the drivers hale
expressed themselves as being anxious to get down to hard practice
Just as soon as the weather permits. The garages at the speedway
are being put in good shape to receive the teams, and the track is in
perfect condition. The color scheme
which will be adopted this year, and
which will make it much easier to
distinguish the various cars as they
tear around the big course, is being
enthusiastically received by the manufacturers and drivers. So far the
colors' selected. are as. follows; Stutz,
whiter Nybergr bright red; Keeton,
.
light green-t- Mason, dare tan; Unknown, gray with white stripes; Henderson,' aaure bluep Smada, dark
green. The other cars entered have
not chosen their colors as yet.
Several interesting bits of gossip
e
race have
concerning the
emenated from the Indianapolis Automobile show, including the fact that
it Is quite probable that the Apper-sopeople of Kokomo will enter a
three-ca- r
team. The rumor has not
been denied, and it is openly stated
that, if such is the case, this team
will be headed by Herb Lytlo, a veteran driver who has been In the game
ever uliici) automobile racing was
first lntrn.iifedti into this country,
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An Electric Flat Iron
Saves the Clothes, Too
Smoothly and easily, an Electric Flat Iron glides over
the clothes no scorching or sticking scarcely any effort to guide its operation. The iron is quickly heated
and stays hot as long as desired no
g
tramplback
and
from
forth
ing
ironing board to stove.
foot-tirin-
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SATURDAY NIGHT AID MONDAY SPECIALS

AT BAH?A:RACHfSi:
IF YOU CARE TO SAVE MONEREAO
EVER.Y SPECIAL PRJNTED
A FEW PRICE POINTERS BELOw
SALESMEN'S

SAMPLES

10 YARDS

Of Silk Waists, Worth $3.50 to Good Staple
Apron Ginghams
to $6.00, Priced at
(10 Yard Limit) for

C2.DO

jj

X SPECIAL

LOT

,

Of Imported Neckwear, Collars,
Jabots, Etc. Your Choice at

CHILDREN'S HOSE

, ,

Triple Knee',' a Spleadid 20c
Value,. AH Sizes, a Per Pair.;
,

'
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SPECIAL

IN EMBROIDERIES

Inch Flouncings, per yard
Inch Flouncings, Worth $1.40, per yard
Inch Flouncings, Worth $2.00,' per yard
"
OL
(witjTE 'A ftp ecru)
Entire Stock of Embroidery Edging and Insertions
27
54
54

'AT
"The

,

All Widths

1- -3

store

r..LA5 VCGAC

39C

98c
$1.59

of Quality"
NJ,;f

Shoes With Style,
Fit and Comfort
Of course if you thick shoes
are just shoes, you can get them
anywhere. If you are critical,

however, and descriminate.be-twee- n
ordinary shoes and the
kind that really have STYLE,
FIT and COMFORT, you will
certainly ask

for

IS MB. JOE BIVEBS

PERSONALS

j

Ladies' braids made to order
Taichert's, Phone 'fgas 340.

BEGINNING

at

Texas,
Milton
is' in the city fo'r'a tew days visiting

SLIP?

,

friends.

'

10

Whatever your footwear needs,
we can supply you.

Hoffmen

&

Graubarlh

Agcnti lor the NEW IDEA 10c Patterns

PHONE MAIN inA

.of Mineraf Kill
liusi-ues- s
HIS BOUT WITH LEACH CROSS IS
came in today for his weekly
DISAPPOINTING
TO MEX-- ;
visit. ,
:v;
i;'
f
ICAN'S
FRIENDS
in
Whit Wrlghty of Arfesia arrived
a short busithe city last night
We always have been told that Jose
ness Visit.)!,
like his compatriot, Aurelio
Rivers,
in
came
Fe
Of
Santa
J. E. Powers
was a bad actor. This doesn't
last night for a short business valt Herrera,
mean
that
Jose puts in his time shootin the city.
out
the
ing
lights or fighting before
Shoemaker
of
Houten
J. p. Van
a "deadhead" house, but that this run
came in this afternoon for a short
ner-ufor lightweight fistic honors
business visit in the city.
care for the training grind
doesn't
of Albuquerque
C. E. Hagsberg
to hang around where
came in yesterday evening for a Bhqrt and he likes
abounds
the
and the boys with
tango
business visit in the city.
Dr. A. E. Northwood of Wago. the white vests and jackets are busy,
M. M. McScbooler

i

W
Vf"it:J

the Kansas City Star. Josa
Mound, came in yesterday evening for says
In his bout with Leach Cross
showed
in
Las VegaB.
a few days' visit
Ed Tunirjuist and Louis Paris of Tuesday in New York that he wasn't
Valmora cams in last night from the the same Jose who made the eastern
Valniora sanitarium for a short visit invasion some months ago, and the
fact that this Mexican walloper Is onin the city.
ly 20 years old leads one to believL
a
was
W. G. Bansemer of Deming
the conqueror of Mandot and
that
Mr.
business visitor here today.
others
has not been leading the life
is a well known' business mm
ease.
of
pastoral
of his home town.
bout with Cross Rivers
In
latest
his
to
returned
Romero
today
Ignacio
e
stuff for
all
his
of
showed
attended the
after
Ban-sem-

PRODUCTS CF MANY NATIONS
Vegetables, in Common Use Today
Have Had Their Origin in Widely

Separated Places.
Few persons know where their
tfavorite vegetables came from or for

;

what purpose they were originally
considered.
Spinach was originally a Persian
plant and was used to decorate the
temples by the priests; horseradish
was originally a native of 'England;
melons were found first in Asia; filberts originally came from Urec-iewhile Corinth sent us the first quinces.
Turnips were a favorite dish viith the
ancient Roman and peaches were the
popular dessert in the south of Europe.
Sage came from Persia. Coriander
Beed was brought into Europe from
the Orient, as were cucumber.
Cloves come from the Malacca islands, and garlic, still a favorite in the
region, originated in Sicily. Tomatoes were brought from South America and were called "love apples,"
while apples were introduced into
England by the Romans.
Sweet marjoram was originally a
native of Portugal and the pear is
generally said to come from Egypt
Damsons were first eaten In Damascus. Nasturtiums came from Peru,
ginger from the Indies, peas from
southern Europe, walnuts from China,
parsley was a favorite dish in- Egypt,
while gooseberries belonged originally
to Great Britain.
The ohlon was an object of worship
In Egypt two thousand years before
the Christain era and lemons were
used by the Romans to keep moths
out of their clothing and were considered an ideal poison In the time of
-

Pliny.
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TO
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Accept Offered Post,
Though He Admitted He Would
Lose Meat by Deal.

Darky Would

Georgia planter was continually
missing hogs from his pen. His
fell upon Daddy Stepney, an old
who
lived near by, trit he didn't
negro
care to accuse the old man." There-lor- e
he devised a scheme to put hint
on his honor.
"Daddy Stepney," he said one day
after he had missed a couple of fat
porkers, "somebody's been stealing
hogs and I can't find out who It is.
The trouble is I haven't had anybody
to look after them. Now you live
pretty close by. Tell you what I'll do
if you'll take the Job and be responsible for those hogs I'll give yon a
shoat every year Just before killin
time. Will you do
Old Stepney scratched i his wolly
head and thought a long time. Then
he said:
Well, Marse Joe, I ben llvln' on
yo' folks' lan' ever sence I wus bohn
on' I done wuk fo' yo' daddy an' yo'
eran'daddv an" I done sarve um true
.an' faithful. I know some scalawag's
dem hawgs an yes,
ben
suh, I reckin I'll hatter take dat Job
and look ater um fo' yo' but I'm sho'
gwine to lose in meat by it!"
A

sua-plcl-

itr

old-tim-

having
Albuquerque
funeral of his father, who died In this
city a few days ago.
Mrs. T. Scully of Albuquerque
came in this afternoon from her home
at the Duke City,, for a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. li. J. Ryan.
Alvan N. White, state superintend
ent of public instruction of New Mex-- j
ico, came in last night from his head
quarters at Santa Fe for a short business visit in the city.
Oscar Gopel, the well known honey
man of Helen, is in the city for a
few days, visiting ns local cub- Mr. Gopel has one of the
tomors.
largest bee farms in the state.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnsen and
Matt McCall, Mrs. Johnson's brother, came in this afternoon' from As
pen. Colo., for a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Johnsen of this city.
Colonel , R. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for ; the. Santa Fe Railway
afternoon
company, returned this
from "Santa Fe where he has been on
railroad tousiness for the past few
days, .,; r), ,
3 W. Russell of St. raui, Minn .
came in last night and is stopping at
El Dorado hotel. Mr. Russell will remain in the city for some time and
will be employed at the cemetery in
'
stalling vaults. j of Watrous came in
S
from his home fast night for a short
visit in the city. Mr. Tipton is mak
ing arrangements to locate in Ls
Vegas on account of the excellent
school facilities here.
W. A. Merrill of Koehler, New Mex
ico, came in from his home last night
nd was a business visitor in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Smith of Chicago
came in last night for a few days'
visit in the city. They are stopping
at the Castaneda hotel.
N. C. Hall of Trinidad passed
through last night in his Ford auto
on his way home from El Paso. Mr.
Hall states that the roads between
this city and Lamy are ina poor con
dition, and there Is a great need of
road signs on that part of the high,

(

way,
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Biscuits

Biliiii Piwier
m

a Feather
By Mrs. Janet pfyKenzie Hill, Editor tf
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
'
Uiiht
(

t
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Baking1 PoWder Biscuits made by this

barecipe are so far, ahead of ordinary
king powflcr btscaits that, if once tried,
vou will never use any other recipe.
!Jry it the next time you run short of
29
bread. Save this recipe.

T "Hum
lay

-V-

Wl

.-V

1

t Gigantic Neptune.
At Monterosso, near Spezla, Italy,
there 1b an archltectual curiosity a
of i Neptune, congigantic-- : Iflgure
structed' pf cement and used to support the extreme end of a, terrace for
a Beaside villa. The house is the
Villa Pastine and the statue is the
work of Signor Arrige Mlnerbl, a
talented sculptor of Rome. The small
promontory on which the villa is built
presented many difficulties to the
architect, but he finally succeeded In
building there a very commodious and
comfortable residence. The statue,
is
which is wonderfully
eleven meters in height. The body,
which, like the head, is built of reinforced cement, is hollow, and contains
a spiral staircase. Considering the
mature of the material with which
to
Rignor Mliied)!" had to work, be is
In congratulated on the result of his
life-lik-

labors.

Wide World

Magazine.

C Baltind Powder Biscuits
to )i cup shortThree dtps four;
ening; 3 level teaspdoiifH!$ K'C Baking
Powder; about 1 cup milk or ivater; 1
teaspoon ul salt.
Sift three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder. Work into the flour the
shortening, using lard or butter for
shortening. Then mis to a very soft
dough with the milk. The softer the
biscuit enters the oven, the lighter it
comesout. Never knead baking powder
biscuits; press the dough into shape and
roll lightlyj Cut in small shapes and
bake on a sheet or very shallow pan in
a hot Ovej). "Id, placing biscuits in the
pans place well apart, not allowing edges
to touch. Small biscuits are better than
hirge ones Large biscuits do not have
the proper umouut of time to raise and
bake.
the ne- K C Cook's IioM
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SHOES

has been working out for several
days, and entertains the same feeling
towards the St. Louis boy. These
youngsters are both fast little workmen and should put up a great exhibition. The winner of this sorap
will probably get a crack at Coulon
later in the season.

I.

k

iUUi-ulu-

'

six rounds and then the wear and
to tell on him. He wasn't
weakened by the punching he receiv
ed, but tired from his own exertions.
Now, when a younsr man 20 years old
becomes tired in a short bout there is
something wrong. Rivers has engaged in
fights without showin.?
extreme fatigue before he began to
hit it up." Of course, the eastern
climate may have affected him. The
climate and other conditions are
tough around New York. It couldn't
possibly have been Leach Cross who
made him put up such a poor fight.

tear began

"Wildcat" Ferns, who i" to swap
Howell aext
punches with Tommy
Wednesday night in the Labor temple, went prancing through his paces
at the Newsboys' club this afternoon.
Ferns reached home this morning from
St. Louis, where he was supposed" to
have walloped the life out of one
Barney Ford, another Philadelphia
gloveman. Ferns announced on his
arival that it was no fault of his that
the bout did not take place before
Tommy Sullivan's elite club. Ferns
says Ford happened to be in the
at the time he was to do his
work Monday afternoon, and watched
him maul around with the old reliable
Pierce Matthews. When he got
through with his work and returned
to the hotel, Clarence says he received the sad news over the phone that
Ford had become suddenly Indisposed
and would be unable to keep the engagement against him. They wanted
to set the date up until Friday night,
while they hunted up an emergency
boxer. Jimmy Hurst would not stand
for it and immediately wired the Cat
to come home. Jimrxy says he would
take no such chances of having his
man hurt his hands or suffer some
other kind of disfigurement.
gym-nasiu-

John Spatola has hired a press agent
and is daily loading us down with
what all Howell will do to Ferns.
Spatola says he is going to shake a
fist full of money in Jimmy's map
when he gets over here and see just
how strong Hurst feels about taking
down first money Wednesday night-"Andon't forget," writes Spatola,
"that Howell is going to be right for
Ferns. If Ferns was fighting T.n-min the east Howell would be a 2
to 1 favorite over the Kansas City
biffer. They can't see Ferns having
any kind of a chance against Howell.
Tommy is great these days, and is
fighting like a champion every time
he steps out. Saturday night he made
Erne, considered one of the fastest
men in the ring, look like, a novice
and that is the very thing he is going to make this terrible Wildcat
look like. I am bringing out a good,
big, healthy roll of Philadelphia cur
rency ;to bet on Howell to Jump, on,
just as much of it as he pleases. Howell licked Ferns onceiiand can do it
again. I Hurst can have all he wants
of it at. ?S0 to J100. i ngure tioweii
just that much better than his man.
I would rather have seen them have
it out in the east, and It was for that
reason I held out so long, not because
anyone is afraid of this fellow Ferns.
We could get more money in New
York for this fight than we can get
In Kansas City.
y

.

.

snd Ideal domestic weather caused
an easy tone in wheat today soon after the opening. At the start speculative buying sent the price up a little, but the spurt was followed by a
recreation to a little under the openTrade began with the
ing figures.
market a shade lower to i cent higher. May wheat was a shade lower
to 92. Afto a shade higher at 91
ter touching 92 there was a decline
to 91
.
The close was eapy
with May at 91, a net loss of 418.
4
May corn opened a shade to
to 55, rose to 56
higher at 55
and then went a shade under the
opening figures. Later there was a
rally and the close was strong with
.
May at 56, a net gain of
May oats opened a shade higher
at Zo,' went up to 36 and declined
to

35.

Advances in prices of hogs at the
yards sent provisions up. The opening range was unchanged to 10 cents
higher. May pork opened at $19.80;
to $19.82; lard at $10.87; ribs at
$11.15. The closing quotations were
as follows:
Wheat, May 91; July 90; September 90. "
Corn, May 5(1; July 5fi; September 57.
Oats,

May

35;

July 35; Septem-

ber 34.
Pork, May $19.87; July $20.05;
September $19.87.
$10.95;
July
Lard, May $10.95;
September $10.97.
Ribs, May $11.27; July $11.10;
September $10.87.

GOVERNMENT TO RESIST
THE WORHMENS' STRIKE

PEOPLES BANK

& TR.UST; COMPAKY

EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.
RESOURCES
DecJ 31. 1912

Loans
$139,589.40
Bonds. Stocks
2,700.00
Furniture and Fixtures 1,000.00
Cash and Sight Ex41,366.20
change
Total.. ..$184,655.60

:

V

Apr. 4, 1913
$218,201.25
;

2,700.00
2,500.00

49, 571. 88
$272,973.13

THE ABOVE STATEMENTS

ARE

LIABILITIES
Dec.

J

.

Capital
Profits,'-Les-

Current

s

Expenses Paid.
Deposits..---'.'.'-

v

-.

--

.

.

Total

CORRECT-JOH-

31. 1912

$107,140.00

W.

N

Apr. 4.

till,

1915

100.00

398.70

379.84

77,116.60

161,493.29

$184,655.60

$272,973.13

HARRIS, President

Philadelphia at Boston; postponed.
Rain.
National League
New York at Boston; rain.
Hunters of Gems Are So Expert That
Club
Won Lost Pet.
American Association.
They Can Gather 100 Oyster
1
0
Boston
1.000
Columbus at EL Paul; postponed.
a Minute.
1
1
.500 Wet grounds.
Brooklyn
Toklo,; Japan. Where as in Aus- Philadelphia
1
1
.500
Toledo at Hiiwaukto; duUujV
is contralia and ndia.
0
0
.000
Chicago
Indianapolis at Minneapolis; postducted by men it is the women who St. Louis
Wret grounds.
0
0
.000 poned.
in
the
retain
pearl oysters by diving
0
0
at Kansas City; clear.
.000
Louisville
Cincinnati
in
the region about Ago bay in
Japan,
0
0
.000
the province of Shima, the Bay of Go Pittsburgh
1
0
.003
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
kaaho in the" province of Ise, as well New York
us in other parts of the country, worn-eNew Y'ork, April 11. Prices of imare almost exclusively employed in
American League
portant stocks and bonds reached a
i.Iii:; work. They commence their work
Club
Won Lost Pet. lower level today, although there was
at the age of fourteen. They are in
0
0
1.000 no severe pressure on the market,
the water almost all the year round, Philadelphia
1
0
1.030
the volume of selling being curtailWashington
except in the coldest season, from the
1
0
1.000 ed considerably.
nd of December to the beginning of St. Louis
Speculation was at
0
.000 a standstill at times. Failure o? unBut even during this in- Cleveland
J. ..0
February.
clement period they sometimes dive (Chicago
0
.000 derwriting syndicates to find a mar..0
1
.000 ket for recent issues of securities and
0
Boston
0
.000 the indication that other
1
Detroit
offerings
1
.000 would soon be made, stimulated bear0
New York
ish sentiment. Large flotations are
held up abroad pending settlement o
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
the Balkan war, and at home a large
National League
Y'ork Boston, 8; New amount or financing Is awaiting favorAt New
able conditions.
York, 0.
Stocks In which there was acy
At
11;
Philadelphia Brooklyn,
heavy trading worked lower, notably
Philadelphia, 3.
New York Central, which touched 102,
the lowest sinee 1911. Steady shadAmerican League
At Washington Washington
2; ing in prices cf numerous four per
New York, 1.
cent bonds produced an unfavorable
At Boston Philadelphia, 10; Bos- impression.
Further talk of impending securiton, 9.
At st. Louis St. Louis, 3; Detroit, ties Issues incited fresh bear serins
1.
and many of the principal Etocfcs lost
1 to V2- - Reading
was especially
TODAY'S baseball;"
heavy.National League.
The last sales were as follows:
s
Japanese Women
St. Louis at Chicago; rain.
71
Amalgamated Copper
Boston at New York; rain.
J15
Sugar, bid
;
for pearls. The women wear a speAtchison .
Brooklyn at Philadelphia; rain.
......ICE1!cial dress consisting ol a white skirt
at Cincinnati; postponed. Reading
ICofc
Pittsburg
and vest while the hair Is twisted up "Wet
Southern Pacific
grounds.
........100
on the head in a hard knot. The eyes
.
Union Pacific
Ajmerlcan League-are protected by glasses to prevent the
at
United1 States Steel
entrance of water. Tubs resembling
Chicago
Cleveland; clear.
,. C94
Detroit at St Louis; cloudy.
butter barrels complete their diving
United States Steel, pfd
acS"
outfit A boat in the command of a
man is assigned to every five to ten
women divers, and carries them to and
from the fishing grounds. When the
divers reach this they land upon the
rocks or islands and then at once
On a two story stone hotise 6 rooms and bath in
condi- - !
plunge Into the water and begin theii
i
search for the pearl oysters. These
tion, 2 lots,
location, close in.
are dropped Into the tubs, which are
suspended by a rope from theii
waists. When these vessels are filled
On two frame houses on two lots on good residence .sneet
the women pull them to the boat, help
lift them In, and. then return to the
close in.
j
shore. They can remain under watei
Set
own
value
conand
wewill
your
Some ol
from one to two minutes.
sider your offer.
them are so expert that they will gather a hundred oysters in a minute.
JAP

WOMEN PEARL

DRIVERS

STANDING

OF THE CLUBS

pearl-Ashin-

u

T.

Pearl-Diver-

SERIOUS TROUBLE IS EXPECTED
TO OCCUR IN BELGIUM
ON

MONDAY.

-

Brussels, Belgium, April 11 The
Belgian government is preparing
with all its resources the general strike of Belgian workmen which
is scheduled to begin Monday. Thi
government has the support of the
conservative interests of the country.'
'
The socialists are confident that
nearly 400,000 men will leave their
work in response to the strike order.
The local strike committees are
showing great activity in arranging to
find indignant strikers and In placing the children with sympathizers
beyond the frontiers.

AMERICAN SUFFRAGETTE

We Want

IS ILL IN

A

PRISON

an Offer

ALSO

FIGHTS

FOR

The Investment & Agency Corporation

TONIGHT.

"Spike" Kelly vs. Billy Walters,
rounds, at Kenosha, "Wis.

10

Main 40

Geo. A. Fleming. Mg r.

MISS ZEUE EMERSON IS SAID TO
BE SUFFERING FROM APPENDICITIS
London, April 11, Miss Zelie Emerson, the American suffragette, is suffering from a serious attack of
her
Dr. Mansell-Moullithis morning.
said
physician,

"Inflammation undoubtedly has

de-

veloped an attack of appendictis. It
will be Impossible to correct her con

dition permanently without an operation, which is unthinkable at her
present condition. The nervous symp- toma have Improved somewhat today."
It is understood that a member of
the house of commons who is friendly
to woman cuffrage will ask Reginald.
McKenna, home secretary next week
whether he is contemplating deportation of Miss Emerson and other for
eign militant suffragettes guilty of
breaking English laws, as undesirable
::
aliens.
Under the law, McKenna could do
this, hence the report has caused con- sternatlpn among the Amerlcan women
here who have jail records, as well as
among those whose affiliation with
the militant suffragettes'' organization
might lead to their being sentenced
to prison terms.

'm

There is no case on record of a
cough, cold or la grippe developing
Into bronchitis, pneumonia or con
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Francis Hennessey, the St.'Louis Compound has been taken. The gen
bantamweight, who is billed to slow nine is In a yellow package. Refuse
up the reputation of "English Bob- substitutes. O. G. Scliaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
by" Oibbons, in tho
to the Ilowell Ferns argu- TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Ho came
ini.(it, arrived lx're today.
sttiiin train with K4im.
up on tli
f
prlra book, K.
IcnijchHuy i Mdiiady In great nhapo
BevHith tit., nrjd r
turn to
arid buy liu anlirjiate HO !): t (row
I'llha
reward.
1)) rtiifwiliiig Idbbons, IiiMiim
seml-wliidii-
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CONDENSED STATEMENTS OF THE CONDITION OF

(

AEBIER7BSED
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
lie has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the .goods right,, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to mate
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade came, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

it Always

Pays

to Cuy

Advertised Goods

II
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ADVER-

cents per ;in eacn Insertion.
Estimat six ordinary words to a Urn.
No ad to occupy 'ess spaco than two
Harper Qneer tiling about ball
line. Ai: advartia mntc
hargd
stria isn't it?
bo booked at apace actually st,
will
'em?
Parker What's queer about
Earper "KTiy. no matter bow long without regard to number of words.
dS?y remaia on the stage they nerer Cash In advance preferred.
sem to grow gray In tbe service.
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We bad a mtrry little poker

Jones

O!

will
WANTED Motorcycle,
trade
good mortgage. P. O. Bos 148, Santa Rosa, X. M.

For Rent
FIAXO for rent.

lin? band?
Jones Tea. she held the poker.

tions,

UOKAOO

-j-

each month. VisiUng
brothers cordially invited. Win. p. Mills,
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

-T

W. M

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS

OF PV

it

n

-

ry

Eighth street.

.

eve
Caatt
Vlaitla

Monday

nibg

In

Halt.

Knights ar eordj
ally invited. Chat
l.iebarhner, Cham
ellor Commandei

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
iKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rfiif.
Harry Martin, Keeper of Kecoru
conclave aer.. d Tuea
and SeaL
.
r
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second
aai
KlnkeL E.
Chas. Tamme. Refourth Thursday evening
eaal
corder.
month at W. to. W. Hall. V'lsitlaj
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. A
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W.
I. ThorniU.
Houf. Dictator:
AL ARCH MASONS Regtlar con
Secretary.
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
LOCAL TIME CAE!)
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
EAST BOUND
Blood, Secretary.

kjlalar

C;

No.
NO. 2, O. E.
No.

PAN8FORD

CHAPTER
8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In. Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs, Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

No.
No.

t)epan

2...
4...
8...

president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
Bally, treasurer.

C. H.

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

9:10 p. m
.11:05 p. m
, 2:05 a. m
.
1:45 p. m

10...

No.

I

No.

3....

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday night at
No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglai avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting m rubers are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.....
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

7
9

1:46
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. r.
p. at

a.
p at

p.

a.
p.
p.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunks

Seventh street.

Attorneys-st-La-

furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; modern ex
cept heat. S10 Lincoln.
Two

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA Las Vegas.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,

on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H,

Stewart Consul

DR,

New MexVs

DENTISTS
HAMMOND, DENTIST

L.

E,

Crockett Building.
-- .Maiii Hi
Visiting members are especially Office Telephone
Main 1
House Telephone
welcome and cordially mvlted.

For Sale

; G.

Laemmlo, Clerk.

FOR SALE

O
O

x-"-

SVff

rV" f"Ti

AnncwiLceinents

New surrey and gentle
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
driving horse. Henry Monsimer, J E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54L
South Pacific street
Dentist
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
of any description
Dental
work
in
of
month
the
the
Tuesday
vestry
FOR SALE Child's tricycle; almost
moderate
prices.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
new. Inquire W, Optic
1 Center Block. Tel. .Main 13
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room
East Las Vegas, X M.
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
1 1 R
SALt,' Household furniture.
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
A CARD
6il Railroad ave.
retary.
This Is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
FOR SALE Buggy, harness and four
COUN- if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
year old gentle driving horse. Call
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and fails to cure your cough or cold. John
Chaffin Livery Barns.
states: "I used
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall, Bernet, Tell, Wis.,
and Tar Compound for
Foley's
Honey
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- five years, and it always gives the
FOR SALE Our store in town. Stop
bers are cordially Invited. Richard best of satisfaction and always cures
in and see about this if you are Ina cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
terested. Perry Onion.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

"Do you thin it your sister faTora
my suit?"
-Well, it's all right If you come
tirough. but if you dont she favor a
suit for breach, cf promise."
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SALE

FOR SALE White Wyandotte day
old chicks, J10 to J12 per hundred.
Mrs.
M. E. Johnson,
Humboldt,
Kan. R. R. 2. Mrs. N. J. Dillon,
1025 Fourth street, agent.

VP

After 14 years of continuous work
the laboring people of Colorado have
at last secured the enactment of an
eight hour work day for mines and
smelters and kindred work.

III

'

Manager Say I want a super to
take the part of a king. Toall get 50
cents a performance.
Applicant Sorry, boss, but I cant
Assam? the a!?afr r a?Ee fnr inf.
thing lika thut ajcount

AUTOMOBILE,

;

!

I

'

'

O. F. LAS' VEGAS LODGE NO.

There is no case on record of a
Meets every Monday evening at
cold or la grippe developing
cough,
their hall on Sixth street. All visitor con1.

ing brethren cordially invited to attend. F. D. Fries, N. C; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
B.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; t. W. Condon, Secretary.
P. O.

into bronchitis, pneumonia
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has been taken. The genuine is in a yellow package. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Cough Medicine for Children
Too much care cannot be used In
selecting a cough medicine for children. It should be pleasant t6 take,

contain no harmful substance and be
most effectual. Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy meets these requirements
and is a favorite with the mothers of
young children everywhere. For sale
by all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 .be., Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to
200 Iba, Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba. Each Delivery . . . . .

2,000 Iba.
1,000 lbs.

-

.........
.

.

,

20c per 100
15c per
30c p'r 100
40c per 100
- 50c per 1tl

lbs.

1t Iks.

lee.
Iks.
IM

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity Ail
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

AMD

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

nut r.wibn i.

CARRIAGE

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

ANT Ads
Are Best

PETER P. MACKEL

o

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Alarket Finders

lard wood Finishing. Paper Hanging
ind
Olaxlnc-Estlmate-

u

0.

Remington typewriter
for sale at a bargain, either cash
or on time payments. Owner leaving town. Address P. O. Box 533.

WHITE Wyandotte eggs $1.50 for
15, JS.00 for 1000. Old stock scored
from 90 to 94. William GriggB,
Wagon Mound, N. M.
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FOR SALE Household furniture, new
fcinger sewing machine, at a bargain, four tent cottases. All In ex
cellent condition. 714 Main Ave.

CROWN.
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Cheerfully

est Side Plaza

i

0

Given,
old Town
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Classlflet adi. search out the people to whom among au
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most

That property
who reads the ads.

you want to sell Is WORTH MOST kb someoae
would sever
In this newspaper and
hear el

your property unless It were advertised here.
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Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of wsfuln;6s of any sort, and wuslcul !

tr'iment.
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THIAS
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417
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Into the trap which had been set for
him. Don Ramon was waiting inside,
with twenty Mexicans, and all their
rifles were leveled uncomfortably
upon his stomach.
Don Ramon removed his hat and
made a sweeping bow.
'Senor," he said, "welcome. Will
you accompany me upon a visit to our
friend, Don Luis' house?"
"I shall bfdelighted," answered
Hale. "When do we start?"
"At once, Senor Hale," answered

CHANGE ARTIST

Had Met the Senorita Again as Ha
Rode Home.

Don

coffee.

with

tainly awakened strange emotions
within him.
Leonora was a connection of Don
Luis Obispo, of the neighboring hacienda. She had not been there when
Hale had arrived, six months before,
to assume charge of the engineering
works. He had not seen her, never
beard of her during many- - friendly
visits to the ranch, until a month before. Then, unexpectedly, she had
come out from the house upon the
veranda, where Hale and Don Luis
were drinking coffee together.
"Senor Hale," said the Mexican, "allow me to present you to my cousin,
Senorita Leonora." But "cousin"
might have meant anything in the
Mexican dialect, from "niece" to
"friend."
Hale had bowed and the senorita
had smiled charmingly. He had discovered that she had been educated in a
Paris convent; she had just returned
to Mexico, and was spending a few
weeks with her connection, Don Luis.
They had met frequently, and ever
Hale had fallen more and more under
the influence and charm of the seuori-ta'- s
flashing black eyes, her alluring
ways. If she had set herself to
make a conquest he knew she could
have done so. But their friendship
had been, on the surface, formal, until a week previously, when, calling
at the hacienda, he had encountered
her alone upon the porch.
"Senor Hale," she said, "my cousin,
Don Luis, has gone to Mexico City
and my aunt has arrived to be my
chaperon."
Almost upon the words a hideous,

y

round briskly.
"Where is Senorita
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this morning and has not returned."
Don Ramon ground his teeth.
'When will she return?" he asked,
and the old woman burst into a storm
of excited jabbering, which Hale
could not follow.
When she had ended the Mexican
turned to him.
"Senor," he began, quietly enough,
but gradually working himself Into
I'ury as he proceeded, "you are doubt
less glad that Senorita Leonora has
escaped. But. you do me an injustice,
for my love for her is too deep to permit me to do her injustice. My wish
is oniy to shield her in these troublous
times that have come upon us. I am
particularly anxious to protect her
against you."
"Don't trouble yourself," said Hale
curtly.
"It will be no trouble," said Don Ramon, snarling. He turned to one of
his men.
"String a rope over the
tulip tree," he said.
The man ran for a rope and presently came back with it. He flung it
over the tree and tied one end into a
noose. The old crone watched from
the veranda.
Hale looked at the rope and at the
Mexican. In that second he was calculating his chances. He was unarmed; he could, at the best, hope for
nothing but death by the bullets of the
rebels instead of by hanging. Should
he plead for his life, or for an easier
exit?
"Senor Hale," he said, "though you
view death coolly, life Is, undoubtedly, as sweet to you as to any other
man. You have a chance to save
yourself. As I have said, I do not
want to harm you I only wish to protect my kinswoman. You Bhall go
free and unharmed if you consent to
marry the Senora here."
"Damn you, go on with your hanging," shouted Hale.
The Mexican looked
toward the
rope and spoke a word. Two men
stepped forward and, seizing Hale, began leading him toward the tree. The
noose was placed round his neck. Two
others seized the loose end of the
rope.
They looked to Don Ramon
for the signal.
The old woman rushed forward,
screaming frantically, fell on her
knees before Don Ramon, and pleadDon Ramon did not
ed with him.
give the expected signal.
"Senor," he said to Hale, "surely
you will not disappoint my excellent
kinswoman by refusing her suit!
Your chivalry alone should prohibit
you from so ungentlemanly an action.
Come, Senor, I give you thirty minutes to decide. Speak with her 1n
privacy, listen to her plea, consider
whether life be sweet, or whether
death be sweeter." He came nearer.
he whispered.
"She Is eighty-four,- "
"She won't live long. Senor Hale, I
shall hang you greatly against my
will, for the American government's
arm is long. Be wise!"
He issued a sharp order and turned
on his heel. The soldiers forced Hale
Into the house and led him to the reception room. The old crone was, con
ducted thither and the men withdrew,
taking their posts at the door. Hale
and the old lady were left alone together.
They looked at each other. He saw
the wrinkled face, the bleared eyes,
half visible beneath the heavy lace
mantilla which she had thrown over
her head. She was singularly like her
niece in build, perhaps a warning of
what the Senorita would become in
her old age. The caricature was horrible, and it made Hale shudder with
disgust. To buy his freedom in such
a way was impossible.
"Senor!" said a soft voice near him.
Hale started and turned around. It
was the voice of the Senorita.
He
heard a low laugh behind him again
and swung back toward the crone.
Before him stood the Senorita, the
mantilla raised and thrown back, the,
bowed figure straightened, the flesh
jlear and youthful and firm under the
painted wrinkles, the black hair just
discernible beneath the wig of white.
"You!" stammered Hale.
"Si, Senor. Do you wish to change
deyour decision?" she murmured
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"Thank you, doctor!" he exclaimed,
much relieved. "I'll never eat salmon
again never! And with what ease
you removed it A mere minute's operation, was it not? How much a
what is your fee?"
"Half a guinea," replied the doctor.
"Half a guinea!" exclaimed the man.
"For half a minute's work? Impos
sible!" '
"But consider for a moment!" said
the doctor. "It's a salmon bone!"
"What has that to do with it?"
"Oh, a great deal," replied the doc
tor. "Had it been a halibut, or fresh
haddock, I should have charged less
perhaps 5 shillings. For codfish or
would have been ample
eels,
payment. Mackerel 2 shililngs. While
a red herring bone I might even have
removpd free of charge. But salmon!
Well, really, sir, one has to pay for
these luxuries."
And his
patient paid. London
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Engiish Writer Makes Interesting Assertion About Most Prominent
French Marshal.

v

recent English book about Marshal Ney, Napoleon's herioc lieutenant, "the bravest of the brave," brings
out some interesting facts.
This Frenchman was really a German. He was born at Saariouis, now
in Prussia, and then and always GerHe spoke only German as a
man.
with a
He was
child.
wide face, and round blue eyes. Five
feet eight Inches in height, he had
a short body and long tegs. His comrades called him "le rougeot," which
was equivalent to "carrots' 'or "brick
years old at
top." lie was forty-siSo was Napoleon. So was
Waterloo.
A

at Point Isabel,

Lighthouse

Texas-direc-

t

navigators in traversing the
waters of this lower part of the gull
coast It is now only occasionally
that a coastwise vessel puts In at
Point Isabel, but the lighthouse Is kept
faithfully guarded, burning brlghtlj
for such seafaring men as may chanca
to pass this way.
Wellington.

SHIP KILLS MONSTER

SHARK

Passengers and Crew of Havana Liner
Tell of Large Fish That Wat
Seen at Sea.
i

New York. Passengers and crew ol
the steamer Havana of the Ward line
from Havana, brought a tale of a tr
mendous shark that came to an end
across the ship's bow. Captain Knight
said it was the largest shark he had
ever seen, but could not give it exact
length. A passenger, a real estate
dealer, with the ruling passion strong
at sea, said that if placed on land it
would have covered a plot 35 by 1J
feet.
Passengers promenading the deck
about noon suddenly felt the ship
slacken speed. Peering over the rail
they saw an Immense shark lashing
the water at the ship's prow into a
foam. The impact when the big flsb
was struck was felt throughout the
vessel, and the blow was sufficient to
cut the shark almost in half.
The engines were reversed, and the
boat finally backed clear of the shark
which sunk. While at Havana th
steamer lost a quartermaster
over
board and the belief grew among th6
passengers that he had fallen prey tc
the shark, which had followed the vessel in hopes that another vletim would
come its way.
COLLIE

SAVES

DOG

BOYS

Charges Hungry Coyotes and Prevents
Death of Young Master, But Is
Fatally Hurt.

x

Michel Nev was a man who was
trained up to the hardships of a workman's life. His father was a cooper,
and in his boyhood work in his father's business he was accustomed to
toil and exposure. This enabled him
to sleep placidly in the snow on the
return from Moscow, wrapped in his
cloak, "with the starved, ragged soldiers of the grari army keeping
guard, and the 4tassacks prowling
around in the darkness."
Medical Fees in Bygone Days.
At the beginning of the eighteenth
century the usual fees to physicians
and surgeons in England were "to a
graduate in physiek, his due is about
10 shillings, though he commonly expects or demands 20. Those that are
only licensed physicians, their due
Is no more than 6 shillings and 8
pence, though they comomnly demand
10

shillings.

"A surgeon's fee is 12 pence a mile,
be his journey near or far, 10 groats to
set a bone broken or out of joint, and
for letting blood 1 shiling; the cutting or amputation on any limb, 5
pounds, but there Is no settled fee foi
the cure." The system of regulating
the fee according to the pocket ol

the patient, remarks the Westminster
Gazette, is almost as old as history.

Market.
The Ilitabadi and BasumatI, native
Indian papers, publish between them
Borne curious instances bearing on
the state of affairs that prevails Iv
the matrimonial market of the present day. Here Is one of them: An
elderly gentleman of Cooch Behar, a
widower of slender means having a
marriageable daughter to dispose of,
was on the lookout for a sutable bride
groow. But the prohibitive rates ruling In the market was aginst him,
and he at last hoped that with the
dowry he would obtain from the mar
riage of his only son he would marry
But as ill luck
away his daughter.
would have it, the boy died, and the
gentleman, finding no other way open,
was forced to enter into wedlock himself for a second time in order that
he might marry the girl to his new
Matrimonial

Trinidad, Colo. Fighting to the
death, a Scotch collie dog saved the
lives of his two masters, Louis and
Samuel Salvorno, ten and twelve years
old, respectively, who were attacked
by three hunger-crazecoyotes on the
snow-claplains, ten miles southwest
of here.
The boys were badly bitten by the
Infuriated beasts and their clothes
were practically torn to ribbons. The
dog was so badly lacerated it is dying.
The children had been sent to an
uncle's ranch to get provisions. Hall
brother-in-law- !
way over the train they were attacked
by the coyoteB. The collie charged
the beasts, killing two and pursuing
Hedgehogs Milk Cows.
the third as it sneaked away. The
A sporting incident on a farm at
dog is terribly torn, and it is feared
Uffculme, in Devonshire, England, has
he will not survive.
revived the question whether or noi
under
certain circumhedgehogs
PENCIL CHEWING IS FATAL stances abstract milk from cows. A
farmer and his friend were shooting
Springfield Boy Who Swallowed Piece rabbits when their spaniel bustled out
of Wood at School Four Years
of the hedge with a hedgehog in its
mouth. "Kill the brute," called out the
Ago Is Dead.
farmer.
"Hedgehogs have been a per
Springfield, 111. Myron B. Chapman feet
pest this year. They have been
Hged lit'teen years, son of Mrs. KHzmy cows." The dog returned
abeth Chapman of tills city, a student milking
where It caught five
to
the
hedge,
In the public schools, chewed the end
In quick succenalon
other
hedgehog
of liis pencil four years uko wliilo In
Devon dinners are convinced
Many
fchool.
Ie died from (uliereuloHiB, that hedgehogs take inttk from cows
brought Ml by (Iii! cliewillK t Hw yen when
tliey are lying down. They
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Thug Wears a Skirt.
White rialns, N. Y. Miss Lillian
Encouragement.
O'Toolo reported to the police that she
"Do you think," Inquired Eev. Mr.
had been robbed by ft wfeman who JiioiJfiraHs, "that my revival servicoa
wore rueij'M troutsttrs under her bob- ira having any practical effect?"
bin nklrt. Tlia polhre laler emoted a
Mis Howl deed Deacon
"V', Bull)","
worn-un'- a
mutt win, hi they hellevH wora
"Mi" lust ftifftif J biiiii-l.Soullipuw;
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Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching Joints, bauk-arhand, sore kidneys will all yield to
FANNIE'S HAT the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
Surveyors In the Congo Convert Hill COUSIN
are tonic in action, quick in results,
Built by Insects Into a Lookcurative always. W. S. Skelton, Stanout Station.
ley, Ind., says: "I would not take
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trouBy SUSAN LYNCH.
Cape Town, Africa.
Among the
'
ble I received from one single box of
most destructive of African insects
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
are the white ants, which, although
When Aunt Rachel came to see us and Red Cross Drug Store.
well under an inch in length, do untold damage even in a single night one day last week I noticed the moEDUCATORS ON PROGRAM.
Nothing is safe from attack, with the ment she stepped out of her automoLa Crosse, Wis., April 11. School
exception of iron and steel, though pfclle that she had a millinery box
teachers from far and near flocked
curiously enough the ants devour only Ttith her.
I ran to the door to let her in, to La Crosse
that portion of an object which is not
todcy for the opening
exposed to the air. They will eat and as I offered to relieve her of the of the ninth annual convention of the
she
in
said
a
manner
that
away the soles of boots, leaving the package
was snippy, to say the least: "Not Western Wisconsin Teachers' assouppers standing in their place.
In some parts, particularly in the for you Lucile. Once in a while some ciation. The program for the gath.
s
convert an other- one else must be remembered."
ering extends over two days and is
Congo, the
There are times when I find Aunt one of the best ever prepared for
wise flat country into a hilly one.
Beautiful ferns and tropical flowers Rachel very trying, but one has to meeting of the association. Presicover these
That they can make allowances for the peculiarities dent George E. Vinc.ent of the Uniof the rich relatives, and I always
feel it my duty to overlook any dis- versity of Minnesota heads the list
of speakers.
agreeable remarks she makes.
The hat she brought was a perfect
dream. She said her milliner had perFound a Cure for Rheumatism
suaded her to buy it against her better
"I suffered with rheumatism for two
judgment, and when she tried It on years and could not get my right hand
jP
',11.'
before her own mirror Bhe felt more to my mouth for that length of tme,"
HP
than ever that the long, drooping writes Lee L. Chapman, jMatueton,
white plume and huge pink roses were Iowa. "I suffered terrible pain so I
too young for her. So she decided to could not sleep or lie still at night.
Five years ago I began usini; Chamgive it to Cousin Fannie.
It was almost pathetic to see poor berlain's Liniment and in two months
Cousin Fannie in that hat She has I was well and have not suffered with
not the style or carriage to wear vlie'imatism shire." For sale by all
such romantic finery. So as soon as dealers.
Aunt Rachel left the house I kindly
WYOMING STOCK GROWERS.
offered to relieve her of it.
Buffalo, Wyo., April 11. The Wy"I'll give you $5 for that hat," I
said; "and then you can buy herself oming Stock Growers' association is
a nice, sensible little turban that holding its annual meeting here with
will be of some real use to you."
a large attendance of breeders, deal"Why, Lucile," interposed mother, ers and commission men. The ses"how can you offer $5 for that hat
when you must know that the plume sions were opened today and will
The relaA.'Jt
must be worth at least $25?" continue over tomorrow.
,
alone
. , ,
I fA, vl
fc
I said no more, for I was hurt that tion of the live stock industry to the
Converted Into a Lookout mother should receive so ungraciously high cost of
living problem and t'no
Station.
my desire to help Cousin Fannie.
effects of proposed tariff changes in
That afternoon, while she and Coualso be turned to practical account iB sin Fannie
were at a meeting of their the cattle raising and allied indusshown by the fact that some sur- shurch
guild, I decided to make a tries are among the subjects slated
veyors in the Congo have converted tew calls. I dressed in my
pink and for consideration.
one Into a look-ou- t
station.
white marquisette and then, just for
fun, tried on Cousin Fannie's new hat.
LOOK TO YOUR PLUMBING SEEKS NEVER ENDING LIFE It was so tremendously stunning with
You know what happens in a house
my frock that I simply had to leave in which the plumbing is in poor conDr. Alexis Carrel Hopes to Graft New It on, for it was most satisfying to dition everybody in the house
i
ny artistic taste. Everywhere I went liable to contract typhoid or soma
Nerves and Organs Into Dead
that day I could see the hat created other fever. The digestive organs perAnimal Tissues.
form the same functions In the human!
quite a sensation.
As I was going home late in the bedy as the plumbing does for the
New York. An attempt to translate
and they should be kept in first .
death into life is shortly to be made afternoon I happened to meet Canby house,
class condition all the time. If you
at the Rockefeller Institute for Med- Fuller, who Is now living in a bach- have
any trouble with your digestion
ical Research in New York, according elor apartment near us.
take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
"You
are
a
and
in
symphony
pink
to a statement made by Dr. Alexis
are certain to get quick relief. For sale
Carrel of that institution, who is In white," he said admiringly as he by ail dealers.
turned to walk my way. "Neapolitan
Paris, on his way to America.
"I am about to endeavor," he said, Ice cream couldn't begin to look as
HUGHES HAS A BIRTHDAY.
"to graft and transplant nerves and cool and refreshing as you do."
April 11. A large
Washington,
"Ice cream!" I exclaimed. "Do you
organs connected with the nervous
vase filled with flowers graced the
calls
I've
been
know,
is
Canby,
sugconnection
In
making
this
it
system.
gested to me by Professor De Bove nearly all this hot afternoon, and in bench In front of Supreme Court
that such experiments will strike not one house have I been offered Justice Hughes today as a reminder
of his birthday anniversary.
Justice
greatly the public Imagination. I have anything cold to eat or drink?"
"You poof little thing!" laughed
already established the possibility ol
Is 51 years old and the young-Hughes
keeping alive life germs in certain Canby. "If it weren't so near dinner est member of the court in point of
time and if the clouds in the west
liquids.
Next Thursday Juxtice Day
"A question now raised by Profes- didn't look so threatening I'd insist years.
will be 64 years old and Justice Van
sor De Bove as to whether these 'pre upon taking you over to Demonet's,
served' germs are capable of fertili- the new place where really and truly Devanter 54.
zation and the reproduction of spe- French ices are served."
"Well I insist upon going," I recies."
There is no use of our "beafin?
The experiments, which are to be on turned gayly. "I'm sure it's not going around the bush." We might as welt
to
rain."
Doctor
soon
will
as
as
animals,
begin
want
But it did rain, and rain hard, as we out with it first as last. We RemCarrel reaches New York. If they
you to try Chamberlain's Coush
dreadhome.
were
felt
going
Canby
succeed along the line suggested by
edy the next time you have a conga'
U. De Bove science will have attained fully about my wetting but I assured or cold. There is no reason so far as
an
dream of bridging death him that my gown was tubbable, and we can see why you should not do
that it didn't matter about the hat.
life.
with a chain of never-endinpreparation by its remarkable
Doctor Carrel had gone to Paris I always find that nothing increases cures has gained a world wide repuman
with
a
friends
girl's popularity
from Stockholm, where he experimenttation, and people everywhere speak!
ed In company with a SwediBh scien- more than the faculty of making light of it in the highest terms of praise. It
is for sale by all dealers.
tist. He has with him cinematograph of little annoyances and accidents.'
"You are
drenched," cried
pictures of living tissues separated mother as simply
I ran into the house.
from their parent organisms. It Is
on Fannie's
from these pictures and the experi- "And you've actually got
a
It's
hat!
sight!"
perfect
ments they illustrate that he argues
"I'm afraid, mother that I've caught
that nerve transplantation is possicold," I said. "I feel awfully shivery.
ble.
Will you please have Tilly bring me
some hot coffee?"
WILSON SMOKED ONLY ONCE
This
"Oh, Lucile, I hope It won't go to
your lungs," said mother.
Admits It Hit Him With Disastrous
"Don't worry, dear, for I'm sure I'll
Effects and That He Never
( happened to observe in the glass
Tried It Again.
for mother is always foolishly anxious
-- if
use
if I have the least ailment.
After I had removed my wet garTrenton, N. J. The arrival of a
meer- ments and eaten the dinner that mothEMPRESS
schaum pipe at the statehouse from er brought me on a tray I determined
one of Wilson's Princeton friends to repair the damage done to Cousin
FLOUR
'
In Vlcksburg, Miss., brought from the Dannie's hat. I took the feather off
president-elec- t
the confession that and curled it with a penknife over
once in his life, and only once, did he the gas jet as I had seen grandmother
I it s giving you
smoke.
io to her bonnet tips when I was a lita present for do-- f
"It was this way," he said. "My fa- tle girl.
As I stood before my dressing case
ther was a smoker of some attaining something
ments, and had got to the stage where ae all right," I answered, sothingly,
In
his
Vhe becoming disorder of my curls and
you d do any
he liked a fat, black cigar.
leisure hours, my mother took ad- It gave me an Idea for a new coiffure.
way when you
vantage of his habit and employed him I was bo much interested that for a moleam how Much
to blow the pungent smoke over hei ment I forgot the plume In my hand,
rosebushes to kill insects.
nd then I was startled by the odor
Belter EMPRESS
"One day when he was not at home, of burning feathers. Of course the
FLOUR really is.
ehe suggested that I try it on one of plume was ruined. Somehow when-jve- r
I try to be especially helpful or
her favorite plants, and I obliged,
Made by GERsomewhat proudly. For five minutes economical some mishap is sure to
nd
ccur.
I steamed away like a furnace,
MAN PROCESS
When mother told Aunt Rachel how
then it hit me with disastrous efferts;
ONE COUPON FROM
I never tried it after that."
sorry I was about the unfortunate ac"And you never had any ambition cident all she said was that she should
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
'.hink mother would feel that she had
to learn smoking?" was suggested.
FIVE
STAVrS
"No," he replied. "You see, I never lived in vain.
BRINGS YOU 1HZ
It is simply cruel of Aunt Rachel
was forbidden to, so there wouldn't
SPOON
IT 'S
,o say unkind
have been any point to it."
things to my dear
ANT-HEA-
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A wealthy man, well known for his
extreme stinginess, drove up hurriedly
in his carriage to the door of a celebrated doctor. He was in a state of
acute discomfort and fear, from the
a
simple fact that at the moment
piece of fish bone was sticking somewhere in the region of his throat. The
doctor removed the dangerous obstacle, and the gentleman breathed
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Seldom Visited by Ships.

SEVEN

NOVEL USE FOR AN

Explanation of Graded Fees
to Satisfy Rich but Parsimonious Patient.

HaH

Leonora?" he

tin-H- e

!:

Doctor's

demanded
"She is gone!" muttered the crone.
"She rode out toward Sonora" early

"

Wild

Lighthouse Situated at Point Isabel,
Tex, Near Mouth of the Rio Grande,

'

looked

Ramon

withered old crone came hobbling
out upon a stick.
"Senor," continued the girl, "permit me to present you to my aunt,
Benora Maria Obispo."
Hale bowed over the old lady's
hand and she mumbled at him. She
seemed to hini the most hideous old
woman whom he had ever seen.
"Now, senor," continued the girl,
"I must say adieu. You' must not
return. Don Ramon," she paused,
"Is very jealous of you."
Hale knew Don Ramon slightly an
elegant, brainless youth of a near-bhacienda, who affected a fine taste
In saddles and silver spurs.
"I am ashamed to tell you this," the
girl continued, "but those are my
relative's orders. As you know, the
rebels are threatening this region,
and Don Ramon has obtained a captaincy in their forces. He threatens
to burn the hacienda if you come here
again."
So Hale went, and thereupon, because it had grown Impossible, his
love grew stronger. And on the preceding day he had met the senorita
again as he rode homeward.
A group of Mexicans were lounging
round the door of the mine offices,
but the mine was not running. As
Hale dismounted the mine foreman,
Haggerty, came out.
"Mr. Hale, you may as well go
home," he said. "The mine won't
run for many a day to come."
Hale looked at the impassive fore- murely.
man and the jabbering Mexicans and
he began.
"Hut why-In
times an old
guf;M(d the truth.
"Ah,
"Strike?" he asked.
woman furcH better than a yoiiiu; ruin
"Yep," answered HngfM?rty briefly. In Mexico. And yet I could not leave
"
"J)n Union's In tint lilila with fifty bec.MUe- o- becitime 1
Inl'll

CLASSED SALMON AS LUXURY

-

By GEORGE CLAYTON.
As Lawrence Hale roue along the
two miles of road which lay between
his bungalow and the Sonora Deep
Level gold mine his thoughts were
folly occupied with the girl who had
come Into his life so recently. Whether or not he loved her he did not
know, not even now, when the kiss
which she had given him still seemed
to linger upon his lips. But that episode of the preceding day had cer-

11, 1913.

MOST SOUTHERN U. S. BEACON

Point Isabel, Tex. The most southern lighthouse upon the mainland in
the United States is one at Point Isabel, Tex., which is situated a few
miles north of the mouth of the Rio
Grande. In the early days before othj
er Texas ports had been developed,
the youth, and sent for the horses, and prior to the construction of railof
a
,
in
which had been tied
clump
roads into the state, there was a heavy
brushwood three hundred yards dis- traffic through the port of Point Isatant. When they had arrived Don bel, and many ocean-goinvessels
Ramon held Hale's 'stirrup, until he made this their regular stopping
mounted
he
then
was in the saddle;
place. The trade of the vast terrihis own horse, and accompanied by tory embracing much of northern Mextothe Mexicans, they clattered away
ico and a big part of Texas flowed in
ward the hacienda.
and out through this port, and the
The old crone was waiting for them lighthouse was a necessary beacon to

Exciting Experience of Young
American in Love With
Mexican Girl.
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LOCAL NEWS

SOMETHING REALLY FINE

,.

tomorrow

1

O

cjicuu juui tauiuuu
tine trout iisning in season,
phone Main 20, or Olive 5174.

WE HAVE THEM IN
QUART CANS

Free To All

n . Tl Tn,..ntf
jlu a wj ""

..

MAIN 379

Wednesday afternoon the Normal
was host to the Woman's Federation
of the city. After several numbers
addresses
jby the school orchestra,
were made by Miss Anna George,
Professor J. C. Baker, and Miss Man- ette Myers, who is superintendent of
industrial education in New Mexico.
After these addresses the visiting la
dies were entertained by the domestic
wience department.

.Held

Liiiwig We

Goods Sent on Approval

Adv.

Large Ones In Quart Jars

Mrs. Charles Onion has moved Irom
her former residence on Twelfth
street to the residence of Mr. and
Mrs, Perry Onion.

WHY NOT?

TOMORROW

at the

Y. M. C. A.

QTPARNS STORE
THE OLD RELIABLE
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HERE IT IS

Somethini that will eivt
soft wood floors the ppear- wthe finest oak ones, do way with
riitary carpets, lighten hoasework.
f ELake m beautiicJ waicscotiaE, in fact
1
yet be within easy reach of everybody's
poiEetbook.
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ia rods

as durable aa
at moderate

i LUUftlrdO
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Is made of an indestructible felt base
beautifully colored and grained by a special process, made
possible bv a
recent discovery. It is protected with a
triple coating of
varnish which receives the brunt of the wear.
Gal-va-ni-

te

End will

Flooring is easy to keep clean,
not crack, peel or blister. Is absolutely

vermin-proo- f,
f,
odorless and sanitary.
Makes warm floors in winter and smaller fuel
bills.
damp-proo-

a

throngh-immediatel-

f

I

look-Trujil-
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Put up in rolls SS inches wide sold hv tb
.
.
.
.
- 1
f. Tl ana
get samples and a beautifully
jaiu.
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illustrated booklet,

FOR SALE BY
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Go Farthest

j

Sole Agents
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Kelly & Co.
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The Modern Woodmen of America
Junior and intermediate class 9
Miss Manette Myers has taken op
will hold their regular meeting to
o'clock a. m.
school work with the Normal and
her
memAll
halL
W.
O.
W.
in
the
night
Tou are cordia'ly invited to
win be a member of the graduating
bers are requested to be present.
our building and see what we class this spring.
Important business will be transacted. are
doing.
Thursday the Dramatic club, under
The decorations at the Y. M. C. A.
houi-e'thdirection pt Miss Ross, presented
has been completed and the building Wanted Girl for general
j a one act comedy, "The Best Man."
looks fine. The general public Is in work. Inquire SI 5 Columbia.
i In
literary society. The playlet was
vited to visit the building and in-well enjoyed. Those who took
while
This
to
thefQCite
who
morning
the
driving
work,
pect
especially persons
-i
Mi!r-aon
n
ymr tac nuru roiuss.
ranch
irom the
are interested in the T. M. C.
JeC-e-e,
Volney Poulsrn and S.
jmesa east of here. M. W. Milligai
Barker. This is the second
Dr. Jacob Landau will deliver the ''as thrown from his waeon and
ren b? the Dramatic club tils
Kis team!!
several injtiries.
commencement sermon to the class ceived
hoped that there win
of 1913 of the East Las Vegas high became frightened e some object by 'year, and it
L
ui cijumic;.
side of the road end started to
school.
Dr. David R. Bovd will
-- e Bear fororr
- sce t:j2e iTi
0
t0'run
was
overturn-,The
commencement
to
away.
address
liver the
wa.3
ccmmencemest be?iiis.
was thrown
and Mr. Mfflig
this class. He is president of the tni-je- d
vehicle.
the
der
the
head
Kis
body of
versity of New Mexico at Albuquer-- j
was cut End numerous other injuries j
que.
Mr. MHligan is
v.ere received.
ai HEBREW LADIES' DANCE
Dr.
brother
of
will
The Pecos and the Bankers
bowl at the Elks' home tonight for the is about 60 years of age.
WAS ENJOYABLE AFFAIR
championship of the Elks' alleys.
These two teams have had some difA
ARMORY WAS WELL FILLED AND
ficulty in getting all their members CITY INVESTIGATES
FLOOR AND MUSIC WERE
at the club at one time, but it is
EXCELLENT
will
on
the
teams
both
be
hoped
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEM
scene tonight.
The dance given by the Hebrew
This morning while riding on a WILL GET FIGURES UPON COST Ladies" Benevolent society last nigbil
I
j at the armory was one of the most
street car Alfonso Trujillo, employed
CF AN ADEQUATE SEWAGE
of
successful
season.
the
social
event3
at the Hub Clothing house as a clerk,
DISPOSAL PLANT
The music was excellent and the
seriously cut his wrist on the car
window. Trujillo was riding with ViH. D. Wyilie, general manager of floor in the best possible shape. The
cente Montoya and the two boys the Cameron Septic Tank company of dancers enjoyed themselves immensestarted to get out of their seats and Chicago, was am business visitor in ly which is the most important con
leave the car, when the vehicle gave j LaS Vegas today. Mr. Cameron's vis-- sideration of any dance.
About 25 ccupies attended and the
lurch at a curve in the track and lit here was for the purpose of
fell back in the seat and ing over Las Vegas' sewer svstem and floor was well filled at all times,
EOt Jammed.
Many beautiful
pushed his arm through the glass win- -' preparing an estimate of the cost ofi1-- 0"
cre worn y tie ladies
dow cutting several gashes In his a sewage disposal works of sufficient icosturQes
wrist and severing one of the veins capacity to serve this ity when ihe!aEd society was at its best,
Ra dan-'inwas the go
in his arm.
He w ent to a doctor j sewer sys:em has been completed to
HrJ0Ut tte enti?e evening with several
and had the arm band-- j cover the entire
community.
the couples who enjoy that sort
aged. Montoya was not hurt
Wyilie was shown about the city and!of
Terpsiehorean
stonis, but the gen- theof
members
with
also conferred
of
dances that
Mrs. Cms Lopez who was arrestee citizens' sewer committee, the
or-o-n eral run was the regular
are usually on a program.
last Wednesday on the charge of gEnization of business men who
Delightful refreshments were servproperty belonging to thejned the present sewer system. Mayor
ed by the Hebrew ladies late in the
Investment and Agency Corporation, j Taupert was his escort
was again brought before Judge D. R.
it win be necessary before long for evening and the whole affair was a
success in every way.
this
morning, and, being
Murray
Vegas to provide a means of dis- complete
able to pay the fine that was given her j posing of sewage. Many plans have
MORGAN'S BODY ARRIVES
yesterday, she will serve 20 days in been suggested. Mr. Wyllie's plant
New York, April 11. The steamthe county Jail. C. F. Wood, a j8 highly recommended by many cities
"boomer," was arrested by Officer E. and corporations. He has installed ship France, from Havre, bearing the
C. Ward last night on the charge of; about a dozen svstems on the Santa body of J. Pierpont
Morgan, and
drunkenness and disorder and thia Fe lines, one of which is at El Tovar. members of the family who were with
him when he died in Rome, reached
morning was brought before Judge the big hotel in the Grand Canyon.
D. R. Murray, who sentenced the man Mr. Wyilie says his plant works with- quarantine, at the entrance of New
to 10 days on the streets. Minnie out expense, as it does not require York harbor, shortly before 2 o'clock
Rush was arrested by Santa Fe Special chemicals. There is no odor from It this afternoon.
Officer F. A. Hill last night on a and the sewage is converted into a
charge of drunkenness and disorder- liquid free from germs, which may
ly conduct and was offered 20 days be turned into running stearms with
in the county jail or an immediate
fear of contamination.
parture. She decided to take the
Practically the entire expense of
a plant is the initial cost
latter and was released.
i such
I
This would have to be borne by the
The following civil service exam-- ; entire city and it would be necessary a
inations will be held in this city on to vote bonds for the purpose. Such ; 0
the dates mentioned:
May 5 Cop- - an election, according to law. cannot H
perplate map engraver (maiel salary be held until the next general elec
$1,600.
May 7 Telegraph operator tion,
a move may oe instituted to j g
(male or female) salary $900 to $1,000 complete tne Las egas sewer sy8-- )
annum;
per
tern, making ft cover the entire city.j
(male) salary $1,500 to $1,S00; assist- before the next general election, at i
ant in tobacco investigations (male) which time moafy can be voted toil
salary $1,200 per annum; head nurse provide a suitable cutlet.
(operating) female, salary J1S0 and
The finest product of pure
Junior
aid
expenses.
May
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS.
(male) salary $600 to $720; architec
fruit and sngar pat tip under
All owners of property ia the c!y j li
tural and structural steel draftsmen
the most sanitary conditions
i
ot
Las
Vegas are hereby notified
t
(male) salary $1,500. May
that
are
j
to
all
trim
they
and guaranteed free from any
required
(male or female) salary $300 to
shade trees cn their premises and !
$1,200.
May 12 Associate physicist
on the partings in front thereof in pi preservative.
(male) salary $2,200; irrigation manuca a BMUirxr that the light from j
The brand that stands in a
agers and assistants (male) salary
'
i
the
street
tot
tew
city's
laitps
to
$1,800
class hy itfcfelf.
$2,r00 per annum. All othbe obftyelfrd.
er in formation eono-ruiutiHjbe

SPHIi

That Will Make
Your

m

0lM$

STORE

SUIT

!

ieie-- 1

Finch's Golden Wedding itye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil-- 1
lery to you. At the ixbby, of course.

GALLON CANS

PHONE

i

I'M THE

g

Call for a Spalding Catalogue

at the Opera Bar.
...... J

Notes
Sionday morning Dr. Jacob Landau
addressed the students and faculty on
the subject of -- Moses." His address
was of a highly instructive and
nature and was greatly enjoyed by all those who heard it. Charles
were al
; Ilfeld and Ludwi5 w! Ilfeld
so present at the assembly and. after
Dr. Landau Fpke. thr each made
i
short talks.
Normal

50c

Adv.

gk

'

Bovs Gym Shirts

"

"

Spalding Sporting
Uools

lamps at 7:14;

n ATHrn a itt

fjWS FRCHEEIOICOlS

i

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
bon

PINT CANS

chickens

d

at Pete Roth's.

AN APPETIZER

'

I

.

ILome-dreese-

RIPE OLIVES

In

j

J. C. JOIINSEN & SON

y

yj

plan-stealin- g

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

un-jL-

Jefierson" Raynolds,

E.

D.

S.

a

Raynolds, Vice President
Davis, Vice President

President

Hailett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

j

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

1

de-lo- ut

PASTEURIZE DC REAM
ASK YOVR.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
OR-OCE-

ZtS"

I

FERNDELL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000
'

M

Scrplcs, and Undivided Profits
.

J35, 000

...

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within (he Scope of Good Banking.

PURE FOOD

Interest Paid on Tima Deposits

Preserves and

electro-metallurgi-

Jams

'

AI

Tie Home of llie Best of EnqlhiBg Eatable
.

When In Need ot Bakery Goods
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LIE ON THE LABEL

THESE IS

Co!-cris-

M
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LIE Ifi IIIE CtR il
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SUCH
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!',read, Rolls. Cookies, Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,

Vanilla Wafers, Doughnuts, Fried Cakes.
namon Rolls I;tc,

Cin-

iju!)1jifr

may be obtain- d by
of J. it. jyjwe
t tl.e

Call on Ik
V.V
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